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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1. Overview 
The study of surface energy exchange is important because many biological and 
ecological processes depend on temperature and available water. Investigations using energy 
budgets are generally based upon the assumption that the boundary layer is horizontally 
homogeneous. However, horizontal inhomogeneity of the land surface is common and 
energy balance studies are often limited to inhomogeneities of adequate fetch in order to 
reduce or minimize the effects from local advection. The modification of wind, temperature, 
and humidity profiles resulting firom surface inhomogeneities depends largely on the 
discontinuity in roughness. If the inhomogeneity contains a body of water, then heat storage 
provides an additional source (sink) of heat and moisture, further modifying the profiles. 
During nighttime conditions over a body of water, the advection of sensible heat and the loss 
of heat from storage provide additional sources of energy for evaporation further enhancing 
the water vapor density near the surface, which can subsequently be advected into a 
neighboring region. Such effects have been intensively researched on large bodies of water 
such as the Great Lakes (Bolsenga, 1975; Derecki, 1976; and Schertzer, 1978). They 
concluded that the heat storage component becomes an increasingly dominant factor in 
modifying the lower atmosphere water vapor as the available net radiative flux diminishes 
(i.e. during spring and faU). However, research into the modification of the boundary layer 
by small, shallow wetlands has been largely ignored due to the complexity of determining the 
surface fluxes. 
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There have been several studies involving the local advection of sensible heat and water 
vapor over a surface inhomogeneity. Rao et al. (1974) examined two-dimensional changes 
in momentum, temperature, and water vapor profiles as air was advected from a warm 
smooth dry area to a wet grass. They found good agreement between modeled and measured 
profiles. Rosenberg and Verma (1978) studied energy consumption by latent heat over an 
irrigated alfalfa field. They found that latent heat fluxes often exceeded net radiative flux 
since the irrigated crop utilizes additional advected sensible heat for transpiration. Argete 
and Wilson (1989) studied the perturbation in the microclimate over a small 10 m X 10 m 
area. They observed both increased daytime potential temperature and nighttime reduction in 
potential temperature. They also noted that the magnitude of the effect depends largely on 
downwind discontinuity, atmospheric stability, and surface roughness. 
Sill et al. (1984) appear to be the first to use a "control volume" for estimating short term 
evaporation. They defined the volume by the horizontal fetch and the depth of the boundary 
layer that formed as air advected over a lake surface. Hipps and Zehr (1995), and Prueger et 
al (1996) used a similar method for estimating surface sensible and latent heat fluxes from a 
wet surface surrounded by dry land. 
Using the mean continuity and conservation equations, one can derive integral relations 
between horizontal changes in wind, temperature, and humidity profiles and changes in 
radiative and sensible and latent heat fluxes. The use of these equations requires the 
approximation of derivatives and the empirical estimation of surface parameters. 
2. Current Status of Surface Energy Budget Investigations on Wetlands 
Energy budget investigations are the main method for estimating energy exchange at the 
earth's surface. Past studies on surface inhomogeneities have been conducted based on either 
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vertical gradients of temperature and vapor pressure profile, such as the Bowen-ratio, the 
eddy flux about a fixed point, such as the eddy-correlation method, or by differentiating 
canopy resistances from open-water. 
Rijks (1969), Smid (1975), Stewart and Rouse (1976), Lafleur (1990), and Lafleur and 
Roulet (1990) used the Bowen-ratio method on inhomogeneities with shallow water bodies. 
The studies observed relatively large latent heat fluxes, mostly due to considerable advection 
of sensible heat. The Bowen-ratio method requires estimates of temperature and humidity to 
be within the boundary layer that has adjusted to the particular surface. This requires an 
extensive homogenous fetch in the upwind direction. 
Linacre et. al. (1970) and Linacre (1977) use the eddy-correlation method for estimating 
surface fluxes from a swamp in Australia. One advantage of the eddy-correlation method is 
the ability to obtain surface flux estimates of sensible and latent heat independently, without 
a priori knowledge of net radiative flux, ground flux, and heat storage. 
Most recently, a dual resistance method based on the Penman-Monteith combination 
model was used for partitioning of evapotranspiration from shallow water bodies with 
emergent vegetation (Lafleur and Rouse, 1990; Massman, 1992; Kim and Verma, 1996). 
This method has proven to be particularly useful in partitioning free-water surface 
evaporation from canopy transpiration. Despite observing large diurnal changes in heat 
storage, this method does not provide the framework for shoit term modification of 
temperature and water vapor caused by advection and short-term changes in heat storage. 
To this date, we are not aware of any investigations into heat storage and surface 
fluxes on wetlands by use of the control volume concept. 
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3. Difficulties in Using Traditional Measurement Methods 
Bowen-ratio measurements present several problems for energy balance investigations 
over small, isolated inhomogeneous surfaces with emergent vegetation and a standing water 
layer. First, the temperature and humidity sensors must by located within the internal 
boundary layer. However, each inhomogeneities (i.e. changes in roughness, vegetation, 
emergent zones) within the investigative site forms its own internal boundary layer and 
identification of ±e individual boundary layers may prove to be difficult. Moreover, such 
internal boundary layers may be thin with respect to height with differences in temperature 
less than sensor bias. Second, the Bowen-ratio relies on accurate estimates of net radiative 
flux, ground flux, and heat storage in order to estimate sensible and latent heat fluxes. As a 
consequence, changes in heat storage cannot be independently estimated from sensible and 
latent heat fluxes. 
The eddy flux or eddy correlation method estimates the sensible and latent heat flux 
about a fixed point above the investigated surface. One difficulty with this method when 
investigating heat storage is the identification of the "surface" in an inhomogeneous wetland. 
The eddy correlation method provides no means of distinguishing plant transpiration from 
water evaporation. This method might prove to be useful if the investigation site contains 
large open water or large homogenous emergent zones. 
Models based on two-dimensional changes in wind, temperature, and humidity tend to 
over estimate sensible heat fluxes and under estimate latent fluxes near the surface (Kroon 
and DeBruin, 1993). This difficulty in evaluating surface fluxes presents a problem when 
estimating the heat storage component of energy budgets. Fluxes trom transpiring vegetation 
in emergent wetlands may be difficult to distinguish from fluxes from the water surface, and 
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thus heat storage becomes difficult to quantify. This method may prove to be useful under 
careful selection of the measurement period (i.e. nighttime or when emergent vegetation is 
not transpiring). 
By definition, the control volume concept requires horizontal differences in temperature 
and humidity to be large enough to exceed sensor bias. Such conditions exist in 
environments where an irrigated surface is surrounded by semi-arid land and observable 
temperature differences may be observed over short distances. Brakke et. al. (1978) found 
such "oasis" conditions exist in the mid-western United States with horizontal temperature 
differences observed as much as 180 m downwind. 
4. Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is organized using the manuscript format. The first part of the 
dissertation contains the general introduction. The last part contains the general conclusions 
derived from results discussed in the individual manuscripts. Two manuscripts, which make 
up the middle part of the dissertation, will be submitted to professional journals for 
publication. Each manuscript independently addresses surface inhomogeneities. Thus, each 
contains its own abstract, introduction, method of analysis, conclusions, and references. 
Labels for equations, figures and tables are for each individual paper. The dissertation also 
contains four appendices showing the results of equation integration. A fifth appendix 
provides a list of notation. 
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5. Overview of Individual Papers 
5.1. Using heat input into an advected volume of air to estimate heat storage and 
atmospheric heat and moisture fluxes from a constructed wetland in Central Iowa 
In the first paper, we estimated short-term changes in heat storage in a constmcted 
wetland. Fluxes at the atmosphere-water interface were estimated by examining the heat 
input into an advected volume of air over the wetland during fall, nighttime meteorological 
conditions. Results showed when warm air was advected over the cold water layer it was not 
possible to estimate latent heat flux, as differences in water vapor above sensor bias were not 
observed. However, horizontal temperature differences were observed, and sensible heat loss 
ranging from -36 to -48 W m"" in the advected volume of air indicated a net exchange of 
energy into the water layer. This coincided with observed increase in heat storage based on 
independent estimates of the mean heating rate for the water layer. When cold air was 
advected over a warm water layer, the heat input into the advected volume ranged from 13 to 
34 W m'" and the internal energy used for evaporation ranged from -2 to -6 W m'". Short 
term heat loss from storage ranged from -20 to -25 W m'". 
5.2. Evaluating advection in the heat budget over an irrigated alfalfa field in Arizona 
In this paper we report a re-analysis of sensible and latent heat fluxes derived from 
integrated profiles of wind speed, temperature, and water vapor over an irrigated alfalfa field 
in Arizona. Improvements were made in the calculations by using integrated profiles based 
on wind velocity and temperature scales. In addition, we determined the relative contribution 
from horizontal advection, vertical advection, and horizontal diffusion in the conservation 
equation. Contribution from vertical advection of sensible heat is shown to be important, 
particular under unstable conditions when mean vertical wind is thermally induced. The 
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horizontal diffusion term was found to contribute less than 1% to the overall heat input/loss. 
Overall results indicated less than 13% relative error for sensible and latent heat fluxes when 
compared with five eddy-correlation stations. Error in calculations are largely due to 
uncertainty in estimates of velocity and temperature scales. 
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USING A CONTROL VOLUME TO ESTIMATE HEAT STORAGE AND 
ATMOSPHERIC HEAT AND MOISTURE FLUXES FROM A CONSTRUCTED 
WETLAND IN CENTRAL IOWA 
A paper to be submitted to Agricultural and Forest Meteorology 
Michael R. Taber and Eugene S. Takle 
Depanment of Geologic and Atmospheric Sciences 
Iowa State University 
ABSTRACT 
A micrometeorological study of heat storage in the water layer of a 
constructed wetland in Central Iowa was conducted during fall 1998. Energy flux terms at 
the atmosphere-water interface were estimated by examining the net sensible and latent heat 
input into a two-dimensional advected volume of air. Fall, nighttime meteorological 
conditions were selected to provide maximum horizontal differences in temperature and 
water vapor. Under the condition of warm air advected over the cold water layer (condition 
I), the net rate of heat loss from advected air was approximately 45 W m*". It was not 
possible to estimate net latent heat input during the three-hour measurement period due to the 
extremely small horizontal water vapor differences. By use of radiative loss, heat flux at the 
water-soil/detritus interface, and sensible heat input we calculated that the water layer gained 
heat at a rate of 36 to 41 W m"'. The independently estimated heating rate for the water layer 
from in situ thermocouples showed good agreement, with estimates ranging from 28 to 45 W 
m"". Under the condition of cold air advected over warm water layer, the sensible heat input 
ranged from 13 to 34 W m"^ and the latent heat loss ranged from —2 to -6 W m"". Combined 
fluxes at the interfaces bounding the water layer resulted in a negative heating rate ranging 
from -20 to -A5 W m'~. Independent estimates ranged from -20 to -25 W m'". 
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1. Introduction 
A surface energy budget frequently is used to describe how incoming radiant energy 
is partitioned into upward and downward fluxes of sensible and latent heat at the interface 
between two semi-infinite media. A surface has no mass, so a true surface energy budget 
cannot account for energy storage. Small water bodies such as lakes, streams, marshes, and 
wedands represent shallow storage layers between semi-infinite regions of air and soil. Their 
small thickness allows for diurnal changes through their entire depth and introduces 
temporary heat storage of sufficient magnitude to alter surface sensible and latent heat fluxes 
from results obtained by semi-infinite media approximations. 
Diurnal change in heat storage for dry land and tall grass prairies is important when 
compared to net radiative flux (Verma, et al. 1989). Changes in heat storage in large open 
bodies of water are significant over seasonal time periods (Bolsenga, 1975; Derecki, 1976; 
Schertzer, 1978). Research on diurnal changes in heat storage in canopy, water, and soil for 
shallow water bodies with emergent vegetation is limited and generally includes change in 
heat storage as a single ground heat flux term (Smid, 1975; Stewart and Rouse, 1976; and 
Price, 1994). 
Defining fluxes that contribute to heat storage is important for many hydrological and 
ecological studies. Biogeochemical processes, such as methanogenesis, are highly 
temperature dependent, particularly when water is sufficient to maintain anaerobic conditions 
(Boeckx and Cleemput, 1997). Micrometeorological energy balance methods typically 
estimate only net radiative flux, sensible heat, latent heat and substrate heat fluxes and do not 
explicitly account for heat storage in canopy or water (Rijks ,1969; Linacre, et al, 1970; 
Smid, 1975; Stewart and Rouse, 1976; Lafleur, 1990; and Price, 1994). 
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The goal of this paper is to quantify the heat storage for a mid-latitude constructed 
wedand by examining the fluxes that bound the storage layer(s). To evaluate heat storage, 
we consider a vertically stratified, two-dimensional system with two finite-thickness layers 
(water and canopy) between the semi-infinite air and soil/detritus media. We identify all the 
fluxes at each surface; shortwave, longwave, photosynthetic, sensible and latent heat. We 
then systematically evaluate the magnitudes of each term, thereby allowing us to identify 
dominant contributions to the energy budget in the water and canopy layers and the 
subsequent fluxes into the semi-infinite media. Expected behavior at different times of day 
and year, under different weather conditions allow for isolation of specific terms. 
Measurements of meteorological variables together with soil/detritus heat flux and profiles of 
water temperature allow estimates of fluxes into the finite-thickness storage layer(s). 
2. Theoretical Considerations 
2.1. Conceptual Model 
Calculation of heat storage of finite-thickness layers, requires evaluation of numerous 
fluxes at surfaces bounding the layers, as shown in Figure 1. For the canopy layer heat 
storage is defined as 
Sc = Rn(a-c) + Qci + Pa-C ~ Qco ~ Ha-r " LEa-c " Rn(.c-w) + Hc-sv + LEc-<> (1) 
where is the rate of change in heat storage, R„(a^) is net shortwave and longwave radiative 
flux at the atmosphere-canopy interface, (2„ is the rate of horizontally advected energy into 
the canopy layer, Q^o is the rate of horizontally advected energy out of the canopy layer, 
is energy used by plants in photosynthesis, is the sensible heat flux at the atmosphere-
canopy interface, Z/^.^is the sensible heat flux at the canopy-water interface, LEa.c^s, the latent 
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heat flux at the atmosphere-canopy interface, and LE^.y,is the latent heat flux at the canopy-
water interface. Similarly, heat storage for the water layer is defined as 
5», = Rnic-«} + <2w, ~ Qwo i Qwi ~ Hc-w — LEc-w — Rnlw-d) + Hw-d (2) 
where S„ is the change in heat storage, R,^c.w) is the net shortwave and longwave radiative flux 
at the canopy-water interface, Q^i is the rate of horizontally advected energy into the water 
layer, is the rate of horizontally advected energy out of the water layer, is the rate of 
vertically advected energy into/out of the water layer due to seepage, H^^is the heat flux at 
the water-soil/detritus interface. 
The next step is to examine in more detail the fluxes at each interface for a wetland 
that contains emergent and floating vegetation and detritus. Since net radiative flux in 
equations (1) and (2) is defined as the sum of all incoming and outgoing longwave and 
shortwave radiative flux, heat storage for the canopy layer becomes 
Sc R(s)a-c "I" R(,l)a-c Qd Pa-c i Ril)a-c Rls)a-c Rilla-c Qco 
fia—c LEa-c ~~ Ris)c-w — I^il)a—w R^s)c-w + Rw c~w + Hc —w + LE. 
where R^^ja-c is shortwave radiative flux at the atmosphere-canopy interface, is longwave 
radiative flux at the atmosphere-canopy interface, R'(,,„.€ is reflected shortwave radiative flux 
at the atmosphere-canopy interface, R'dja-c is reflected longwave radiative flux at the 
atmosphere-canopy interface, R(s)c-w is shortwave radiative flux at the canopy-water interface, 
Rfifc-w is longwave radiative flux at the canopy-water interface, R is reflected shortwave 
radiative flux at the canopy-water interface, and R'(i)c.„ is reflected longwave radiative flux at 
the canopy-water interface. All other terms were previously defined. Similarly, heat storage 
for the water layer becomes 
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Sw R(,I)C-W — R(l)c-<V "f" Qy,i R(l)w R(I)C-W F^iDc-W Qwo — Qws Hc-vu 
I-tEc—w I^s)w—d Ri,[)w-t£ i l^l)w-d Hw-d 
where is shortwave radiative flux at the water-soil/detritus interface, RfHwd longwave 
radiative flux at the water-soil/detritus interface, R is reflected shortwave radiative flux 
at the water-soil/detritus interface, and is reflected longwave radiative flux at the 
water-soil/detritus. All other fluxes were previously defined. The fluxes in equations (3) 
and (4) are illustrated in Figure 2. 
Equations (3) and (4) are very complex for the general case but can be substantially 
simplified for certain meteorological conditions. Careful selection of measurement period 
allows us to eliminate many terms and focus attention on the role of heat storage. For 
example, at night, shortwave and photosynthetic fluxes are eliminated. If we assume no 
water flows into or out of the wetland, the advective terms, and are eliminated from 
equation (4). We can represent all the fluxes at the water-soil/detritus interface as a single 
flux: 
C^w~d R(_s)w~d R(s)w~d R^[)w—d — R([)w^d Hw—d 
where is a single flux at the water-soil/detritus interface. Under these meteorological 
and hydrological conditions, heat storage for the canopy layer becomes 
•Sc = + RlDa-c + Qci — R(t)a-c ~ R(t)a-c ~ Qco ~ Ha-c ~ LEa-c i RiDa-w (o) 
R^t)c~w Hc~w LEc—w 
and similarly, 
5iv = i R(,i)c-w ~ RIDC-W ~ Hc-w ~ LEc-w i Gw-d i Q^s 
represents heat storage for the water layer. 
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Experiments conducted when vegetation is not transpiring (early spring or late fall) 
allow for heat storage in the canopy layer to be negligible. Moreover, latent heat flux at the 
atmosphere-canopy interface is minimized, which allows for focus on the latent heat fluxes at 
the canopy-water interface. 
Smid (1969) assumed negligible heat storage in the canopy when investigating the 
energy budget for a reedy wetland. Validation of this assumption requires comparison of the 
heat exchange between the canopy and water layers. For our experimental site in October 
1997, when Typha were no longer transpiring, the canopy layer experienced a 15.8 "C 
temperature loss from 1600 LST on 16 October to 600 LST on 17 October. If we assume the 
shoot density of the cattails to be 9 kg m'^ and specific heat of shoot material equal to water, 
then the total loss of heat is approximately -6.0 x 10^ J. In comparison, the water layer 
experienced a cooling of 7.1°C or about -3 x 10^ J of energy during the experimental period. 
The two orders of magnitude difference allows us to assume heat storage is negligible in the 
canopy and focus on the fluxes at the atmosphere-water and water-soil/detritus interfaces in 
order to determine heat storage in the water layer. 
The most common method for estimating surface fluxes over wetlands is the Bowen 
ratio (Rijks, 1969; Smid, 1975; Stewart and Rouse, 1976; Lafleur, 1990; and Price, 1994). 
The Bowen-ratio is defined as 
/ ? =  — =  7  — ,  ( 8 )  
LE Ae 
where P is the Bowen-ratio, H is the sensible heat energy, where LE is the latent heat energy, 
Y is the psychrometric constant, AT is the temperature difference of two levels that 
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approximate actual fluxes by gradient diffusion, and Ae is the vapor pressure difference 
between the same two levels. 
Use of the Bowen ratio for estimating surface fluxes over an isolated and vegetated 
wetland in an agricultural field presents two problems. First, the surface inhomogeneity 
presented by the wetland vegetation creates an aerodynamic change of roughness that alters 
the exchange properties near the canopy-water interface. Temperature and moisture 
characteristics of the surface air, even in the absence of a canopy, may lead to an internal 
boundary layer close to the atmosphere-water interface. Figure 3 illustrates a typical fall, 
nighttime vertical temperature profile for a mid-latitude constructed wetland. The 
temperature profile within the canopy indicates an unstable internal boundary layer has 
formed. Above the canopy, a stable boundary layer has formed. Under this condition the 
temperature and moisture gradients within the canopy are quite different from gradients 
above the canopy in the region where the Bowen ratio is measured (Angus and Watts, 1984). 
Furthermore, the canopy modifies the radiative flux balance during the day by shading the 
surface and at night by providing an elevated radiating "surface". Inability of the Bowen 
ratio to provide nighttime fluxes from an atmosphere-water interface motivates us to develop 
an alternative strategy for assessing heat storage and atmosphere-water fluxes for a wetland. 
2.2 Heat Input into an Advected Volume of Air 
Rosenberg (1969), Hanks et al. (1971), Brakke et al. (1978), and Rosenberg and 
Verma (1978) have reported that the advection of sensible heat influences the surface energy 
balance. Sill et al. (1984), Hipps and Zehr (1995), and Prueger et al. (1996) used a "control 
volume" to determine the depth to which an advected layer of air is modified by a wet 
surface. They argued that under steady-state conditions the surface fluxes were equal to the 
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difference in the horizontal flux between the upwind and downwind faces of the control 
volume. However, with only two vertical profiles they evaluated the advective flux, but not 
the change in the advective flux as influenced by the underlying surface. 
We consider a two-dimensional Eulerian system under steady state with a 
measurement period long enough to capture changes in the advected flow but short enough to 
ignore changes in heat exchange due to diurnal behavior. In Figure 1, <2, is the advection of 
heat and water vapor into the system and Q„ is the advection of heat and water vapor out of 
the system. Air advected over the wetland is heated (or cooled) by the elevated (suppressed) 
temperature of the wetland as compared to surrounding surfaces. Under nighttime 
conditions with negligible canopy heat storage and no water flow, terms in Figure 1 reduce to 
terms shown in Figure 4. 
From Figure 4, the rate of heat advection out of the semi-infinite atmosphere layer is 
described by 
where Q is the net rate of heat input into the volume of air influenced by changes in heat 
storage. 
2.3. Contributions from sensible and latent heat 
The net rate of total (sensible and latent) heat accumulation per unit length of a two-
dimensional volume of air is 
Q. = Q^+Rn±Hc-.±LEc-« (9) 
Combining equations (7), and (9), the net change in heat storage reduces to 
AiSw — Qi. Gv-d J (10) 
Q = PaCpW ^^ -^dxdz + m—dxdz = 0 
dt dt 
(11) 
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where Q is given in W m , Pa is the density of air, Cp is the specific heat of air, T is the 
temperature (K), t is time, is the latent heat of vaporization, is the density of water vapor, 
X is the horizontal distance downwind, and z is the height above the surface. We assume 
horizontal uniformity in the y-direction. Fluxes entering from the bottom of the box are 
equal to the change in flux from the left to right hand faces as described by 
5Q =^5c. 
ox 
(12) 
By combining first term in equation (11) with equation (12) and using the First Law 
of Thermodynamics, the contribution from sensible heat is described by 
dT dT d 
K. dx. dz Kz dzj 
dxdz = 0 (13) 
or 
^PaCpW 
r 
dx 
—u 
\ J 
dx 
?L 
dx 
K, dz 
dT\ d( d ^dr^ 
. dz) dxVdx dx. + 
dxdz = 0 (14) 
where Ax is the length of the inhomogeneity, u is the wind speed in the x-direction, w is the 
vertical wind speed, is the eddy diffusivity (assumed constant) in the x-direction, K, is the 
eddy diffusivity in the z-direction, and is the vertical flux of sensible heat at the 
atmosphere-water interface. 
Similarly, combining the second term in equation (11) with equation (12) and using 
the conservation of mass for water vapor, the contribution from latent is described by 
+ ^+—(k ^  
dx dz dx " dx ' dz j dxdz = 0 (15) 
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or 
AxZjf 
dx 
dp: 
"^'dz 
+ • 
dx [UK.. 
dx ax dx. 
' Bi 
dxdz = 0 (16) 
where Q[^ is the vertical flux of latent heat at the atmosphere-water interface and is 
determined by 
= (17) 
Ti.z)K 
where is the gas constant for water vapor, e is the vapor pressure at height z and T is the 
temperature (K) at height z. We assume the diffusivities of heat and water vapor are the 
same. 
The first term in equations (14) and (16) describe the advection of heat due to the 
horizontal wind in the x-direction. To provide the necessary number of measurement points 
for evaluating horizontal gradients, we measured vertical profiles of wind, temperature, and 
humidity at three locations (represented by i-2, i, and i-2 in Figure 5). For evaluating the 
advection term and subsequent terms in equations (14) and (16) we use the general form 
Xi%.l ^ 
i —{F)dx = F{xi.,)-F{x^.,) 
xi-i cbc 
(18) 
where F(x) is the flux at locations i-1 and i+1, respectively. Approximating the derivatives 
at i-1 and i+1 by use of a central difference, the horizontal advection of sensible heat is 
approximated by 
raCD: [xo-o \axj J V "-Xi, 
dz-]ui.\ Ti-Ti-z 
.Xi- Xi-z J 
dz\. (19) 
If we let 
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L 
Xi — Xi-I = Xi*i — Xi = — 
2 '  
(20) 
Ui-2 + Ui (21) 
and 
M,>2 + lli iiM = —r— (22) 
Then substitution of equations (20), (21), and (22) into equation (19) gives 
(23) 
Expanding the right hand side of equation (23) gives 
= —-J {ui*2 r,>2 — um Ti + Ui Ti+2 — 2ui Ti — iii-2 Ti + w-i Ti-i + lu Ti-2)dz 
Li ZB 
(24) 
where wind velocity and temperature are integrated from Zg (Zg = d+z^) to z^ at three 
horizontal locations, i-2, i, and i+2, d is the zero-plane displacement height, Zo is the 
roughness length, and ZT is the height of the internal boundary layer. 
Near the surface, wind speed varies logarithmically with height. Therefore, for 
neutral conditions, we can more accurately describe the horizontal wind speed as a function 
of height by 
where u(z) is the mean wind speed at height z, is the friction velocity, and k is the von 
Karman constant (0.40). A least squares fit on a semi-log plot of wind speed observations at 
two heights can be used to solve the parameters, u„ ZQ, and d. Similarly, 
(25) 
(26) 
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where T(z) is the temperature at height z, TQ is the reference tem,perature, and T, is the 
temperature scale. Substituting equations (25) and (26) into equation (24) approximates the 
horizontal advection of sensible heat as 
\ k J ^ 7o J Jt+2L 
To+ In az-d)^. 
^ k, < Zo ^ 
V 
I 
V k 
\ ZQ y 
^0 y 
Kt) In '(z-ay 
-li+2 
+ 
ro+ 
T' 
.T"" 
V. Zo 
' j z -ay 
K Zo J 
u 
\ Zo J 
{z-d) 
,Ini 
k) I zo 
f""  
u- In 
{z-d) 
\ Zo J 
(z-d)' 
Ji-Z ^T, 
Ji+2 
\ 
+ 
In 
\ Zo J 
(z-dy 
Zo J 
+ 
dz (27) 
y k ^  \  Z o  J  
Since the slope of the temperature profile often changes sign with height (See Figure 3) it is 
necessary to compute T„ and T, and integrate for each layer where each layer is defined by 
sensor location, as shown in Figure 5. (Integration of equation (27) is shown in Appendix 
A.) 
Using the same method solving for the horizontal advection of sensible heat term, we 
define the horizontal advection of water vapor in equation (16) as 
rflCtC \ ctcyj L ZB 
UM Pvii+Z) lii+2 Pvii) Hi PxXi+I) ^KI") 
lli—1 Pv{i) lU-Z Pv(i-2) Wi Pvii-2y ^ 
dz (28) 
where wind velocity and water vapor density are integrated from (Zg = d+zj to Zj at three 
horizontal locations, i-2, i, and i+2. 
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We assume the upwind profile of water vapor to be well mixed (e.g. surface sources 
and sinks of water vapor are negligible upwind compared to over the wetland). Thus, we 
represent the upwind water vapor profile as linear using the form 
P(^)v(.-2) = mi-z (z) + bi-i (29) 
where m;., and b;., are empirically determined using a least squares curve fit. Profiles over 
the atmosphere-water interface are assumed to decrease logarithmically with height using the 
form 
pizX„. = mi\ri{z) + bi (30a) 
and 
P(z)v(,>2) = mMln(3) + bi^z 
where m;, mi^,, b;, and bj+T are empirically determined using a least squares curve fit. 
Substituting equations (25), (29), and (30) into equation (28) the right hand side 
(30b) 
becomes 
=- i  
i^^lln 
V k 
'—\\n 
< k 
w jz-d) 
V Zo J 
'iz-d) 
V. Zo 
A 
\K-J 
In 
\z-d) 
. Zo . 
\z-d) 
- Inl 
^k J V.  
Zo y 
[m,>2 ln(z) + bi*z\ — 
[m,>2 ln(z) + Z?,>2] — 2 
[mi ln(z) + Z7i] + 
-2 
{mi-ii.z) + bi-z\ 
In \z-dr 
V Zo y J,+2 
kj y Zo J 
f u ^  In '{z-dy 
Zo 
[w, ln(z) + bi\ + 
\rni ln(z) + ft,] — 
[mf-2(z) + ^ 'i-2] + 
dz (31) 
(Integration of equation (31) is shown in Appendix B.) 
The second term in equations (14) and (16) describes the vertical advection of heat 
away from or toward the surface. Using the general form of equation (18), vertical advection 
of sensible heat becomes 
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ydxdz = — 
if Wi+2 + Wi 
il 2 . 
il 2 
+(^ ^ 
< Ji+2 V 
\ 
dz 
/ 
7 ^ 1 ^  
^ ^)i  V Ji -2 
9 
\ 
dz 
/ 
(32) 
where w is the vertical wind speed andT is the temperature measured at locations i-2, i, and 
i+2. 
Assuming vertical wind speed does not significandy change with horizontal location 
(Wi-2 ~ YA ~ Wi+2) and wind speed changes linearly with height, we get 
= w. 
r ^ Z^Za (33) 
\Z2 Zoy 
where is the estimated vertical wind speed at height Zz (Figure 5) at location i+2. 
Differentiating equation (26) with respect to z gives. 
V i t ;  V  Z o  J j  k : { z - d )  
where T, is the temperature scale for a given location in x and layer z and k is the von 
Karman constant. Substituting equations (33) and (34) into (32) and simplifying gives 
(34) 
2^ '^Q<i+2) 
Z-Zo 
V Z2 Z0//+2VZ dJj+2 ^:2((+2) 
Z-Zo 
^Zz ZoJi+2^^ dJi^2 
T' dz\- (35) 
For each horizontal location, we integrate through the layers as done for equations (27) and 
(31). (Integration of equation (35) is shown in Appendix A.) 
Similarly, combining equations (29), (30b) and (33) the vertical flux of water vapor is 
estimated by 
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sr-(f)h=-i 
-a K Z z Z oJ h.2 
u Z-Zo 
rrii+z In(z) + b i+2 )dz 
(mi-iiz)-i-bi-ijdz 
(36) 
,Z2 ZoJi+2 
(Integration of equation (36) is shown in Appendix B.) 
The third term in equations (14) and (16) represents horizontal diffusion. Using the 
general form of equation (18), the horizontal diffusion of sensible heat is estimated using 
T-
zsdx K. dx 
dz = Kl\ '(?£\ 
I  t  dxj  dz 
where is assumed to be approximately equal to K,. We estimate using 
Kx ~ Kz ~ kH'{i+2)Z 
where k is the von Karman constant, is the friction velocity and z is the height at 
location i+2. Substituting equation (20) for dx and by use of a central difference for 
locations i-1 and /+/, equation (37) becomes 
-T (9 f 7 K.— \dz = K.\ 
Z B  \ OX J Z B  
(r,>2-r.) {Ti - Ti-z) dz. 
Simplifying equation (39) gives 
T-
zadx K. dx.  
dz = ^T(r.>2 - 2Ti + Ti-:^dz 
L 
Substimting equation (26) for temperature, equation (40) becomes 
U3x{ L 
T + ^ OlVl ' 
T -h •i Oi-2 * 
II ) 
' z-d^ 
k, ^ Zo y i+zj 
II 
1 
k, h-2 I Zo J i -z j  
^ f 
- 2  T + X Oi ' f-\ n f ^  
Zo J ij 
dz.  
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
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(Integration of equation (41) is shown in Appendix A.) Similarly, the horizontal diffusion of 
water vapor is estimated using 
~ 2[m. ln(z) + bi\ + \mi-i{z) + bi-i^dz • dx,  
dz = 
L U 
(42) 
(Integration of equation (42) is shown in Appendix B.) 
The fourth term in equations (14) and (16) represents the vertical flux of heat at the 
atmosphere-water interface. Integrating using the general form of equation (18), the vertical 
flux of sensible heat is estimated using 
1+2 
[KM  ^
\ dz) . j  1+2 
ai. 
dz K dz 
+ K. 
-1 
(43) 
where K. is the eddy diffusivity in the z-direction. 
We define the top of the box where the vertical flux of sensible heat is not affected by 
the presence of the inhomogeneity; i.e., at the minimum height where 
dT^ 
K. dz V dz) ,r .  
(44) 
Therefore, equation (43) reduces to 
®Ji+2 
Kz ?L dzj .^  PCp (45) 
where is the sensible heat flux difference between i-2 and i+2 at z =Z B- We now equate 
Qff with the flux out of the right hand face in Figure 4. The same method is applied to the 
vertical flux of water vapor, which gives 
Ti-lT— •dxdz = — Kz dp, dz A + K, 
•^-k+2 Ji-2 
(46) 
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Since the net accumulation of total heat into the box is zero, we now solve for the 
sensible and latent heat flux in terms of the horizontal advection, vertical advection and 
horizontal diffusion terms in equations (14) and (16). Combining equations (27), (35) and 
(41) the contribution from sensible heat is estimated by 
QH = - J 
zo 7 Ji+2l_ 
To T- In 
In ' {z-d)  
. Zo ) 
. Zo ) _ 
\z-dr 
\ Zo y 
' j z-d)]  
zo J 
(z-dT 
\ Zo y 
Ji>2 
To+ 
\z-d)y 
Zo ) _ i+2 
f( 
k J V Zo J 
+ 
To+ 
(z-dy 
In 
- l ln l  r.+ r--u„  
V Zo 
' j z-d)  
V Zo y 
' {z-d)  
Ji+2 
\ 
In 
\ k y  
u 
In 
Ji-2 
ro+ 
V 
In 
In 
Axp,Cp 
2k J 
r 
w. ^(/+2) 
r 
Z-Zo 
A.YPC 2^x J 
V Z2~ZOJm 
r 
\z-dr 
. Zo J 
' T -
\ ~ 
To+ T- In 
V Zo , 
{z-dy 
V Zo , 
\ 
+ 
dz 
z dJi+2 
^z-d^ 
w-
Z-Zo 
^1+2) r-Z2~Zoy,+2^ Z dJi.2 
T + X o,-2 ' 
V k J i+2 
'T-
V 
In -9 
^;,--2 
In 
V Zo J i+zj 
z-d^ ' 
. Za J i-2y 
To,+ 
k J i  
In z-d 
\ Zo J 
cfe| + 
+ 
// dz 
(47) 
(Integration of equation (47) is shown in Appendix A.) Similarly, the contribution from 
latent heat is estimated by 
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Q^ = -Ax/„ J 
— 
kj 7K ^0 / 
|llnf 
^l ln l  
i^ l ln  
Zo y 
kz^l 
Zo j 
-llnl 
w In 
^ l ln  
\ Zo J 
jz-d)-
V Zo . 
' i z-d) '  
K Zo , 
' j z-dy 
\. Zo ^ 
[m.>2ln(z) + £>.>2]-
+2 
[m, ln(z) + bi] + 
4-2 
[m,+2 ln(z) + bi*2\ — 
[m, ln(z) + £>i]— 
[pti In(z) + £).] + 
_2 
[m,-2(z) + 6.-2] + 
-2 
[m,-2(z) + ^1-2] 
dz-
AxZ„ 
^ I (m,>2ln(z) + £>«)cfe 
-B \ ZT ZaJi+2 
1 Wj(,>2)f ^ ] (m,-2 (Z) + ^ ?/-2)cfe 
V Zr Zo/i+2 
AxLlK, ^ {[rrii^i ln(z) + b^] - 2[/n, ln(z) + bi]  + 
L rfl|[m,-2(z) + £?.-2] dz 
(48) 
(Integration of equation (48) is shown in Appendix B.) 
2.4 Heat Storage 
We now have a method of independendy obtaining sensible and latent heat fluxes at 
the atmosphere-water interface. However, in order to determine the change in heat stored in 
the water layer we also need to know the flux at the water-soil/detritus interface shown in 
Figure 4 and described by equation (5). Heat flux at the water-soil/detritus interface is 
estimated using 
dT G^d = CS—Az * Ax 
dt 
(49) 
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where G^^is heat flux in W m"' at the water-soil/detritus interface, Qis the volumetric heat 
capacity of the soil/detritus layer, and dT/dt represents the heating rate for the soil/detritus 
layer with thickness Az and length Ax. 
Since the values for net radiative flux and sensible and latent heat flux are expressed 
in energy per unit time per unit length, then dividing by the length of the wetland gives the 
heat flux using the conventional units, W m"", and can be compared with estimates of net 
radiative flux in the field. From equation (7) we have 
S^ =  ^ {II ,±Qh±QI£±GS±Q^s) (50) 
Ax 
where is the time rate of change of heat accumulation per unit area in the water layer, and 
Ax is the length of the inhomogeneity. 
We can independently estimate the time rate of change of heat accumulation per unit 
area for the water layer using 
= (51) 
at 
where is the time rate of change of heat in W m'', is the density of the water, is the 
specific heat of the water, dT/dt is the heating rate, and Az is the layer depth. A comparison 
of equations (50) and (51) will provide insight into the confidence in the estimates of sensible 
and latent heat fluxes at the atmosphere-water interface. 
3. Experimental Site 
The study site is a 3794 m^ constructed wetland located approximately 18 km west of 
Ames, Iowa at the Iowa State University Agronomy and Biosystems Engineering Research 
Farm. The wetland consists of nine individual cells (approximately 360 m" of surface water 
per cell) where the surface hydrology of each cell is monitored on a daily basis (Figure 6). 
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Berms, approximately 1.0 m high, surround the southern, western and northern boundary of 
the cells. Berms also are located between the cells and rise approximately 0.75 m from the 
water-soil/detritus interface. Vegetation in the cells consists of cattails (Typha glauco), 
density 80-90 shoots m'% and duckweed (Lemna, sp.). 
During fall, standingTyp/za average about 1.6 m in height. However, by late October 
winds have knocked over much of iheTypha, which cover the water surface with a 0.20 m 
thick blanket of detritus. Lemna generally cover the water surface from May to late October. 
Drain tile water is pumped into a distribution weir for each wedand cell. Water depth varies 
among the cells. Cell 1 is dry most of the year and cell 9 averages 0.38 m in depth. The 
study site is orientated Southeast/Northwest, making it ideal for capturing the prevailing 
warm southerly flow. The near homogeneity of surface vegetation combined with the 
hydrologic control were the major criteria for choosing this smdy site. 
4. Instrumentation 
Instrumentation consisted of three 3-m towers located near cells 1, 5, and 9. Four 
measurement locations above the canopy-water interface (0.01 m, 2.5 m, 5 m and 10 m) were 
used on each tower. Wind speed was measured using RM-Young 3-cup anemometers. 
Temperature and relative humidity were measured using and ventilated Vaisala thermister-
humicap sensors. At the 0.01m and 10m heights, insulated copper-constantan thermocouples 
were used to measure temperature. Wind direction was measured using a Met-One Wind 
Vane located at the southern tower. Net radiative flux was measured using a REBS net 
radiometer on the middle tower at a height of 2.5m. Vertical wind speed was measured 
using a Campbell one-dimensional (vertical) sonic anemometer sampling at 10 Hz located on 
the north tower at a height of 5 m. Temperature in the water layer was measured using 
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insulated copper-constantan thermocouples at three depths: 0.01 m, 0.11 m, and 0.21 m. A 
small float was used for each thermocouple profile in order to maintain appropriate distance 
below the atmosphere-water interface. Cell one was consistently dry during the 
measurement period, and thermocouples were placed in the soil at depths of 0.01 m, 0.11m, 
and 0.21 m. Two-hour running averages on the temperature data were used to minimize 
turbulent structures. Thermocouples were placed in the soil/detritus layer at depths of 0.01 
m, 0.11m, and 0.21 m. A soil heat flux plate was placed 0.10 m below the water-soil/detritus 
interface. At each location, data were collected every 5.0 s and averaged over 10.0 min using 
a Campbell 21X micrologger. Sensors were collocated in mid-experiment and data were 
corrected to account for sensor bias. 
5. Results and Discussion 
Profiles of wind, temperature, and relative humidity were monitored during October, 
November, and December 1998. The fall measurement period produced large horizontal 
temperature differences between the upper water layer in the wetland and the upwind near 
surface atmosphere. Two meteorological conditions were selected for analysis. Under the 
first condition the wetiand is a heat sink, where the near surface horizontal temperature 
gradient is strongly negative (cold wetland water), and under ±e second condition the 
wetland is a heat source (strong positive near surface horizontal temperature gradient). Data 
for each condition were restricted to southerly winds (162° to 182°), nighttime, and observed 
horizontal temperature differences greater than sensor bias (0.2°C). Wetland cells one 
through four were dry and cells five through nine contained water. 
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5.1. Condition 1: Heat sink 
Wind speed data collected from DOY 280 to DOY 290 at locations i-2, i, and i+2 
(Figure 5) were used to determine zero-plane displacement height (d) using an iterative 
method outline in Stull (1988). Values for were found to be 0.09 m, 0.80 m, and 0.80 m for 
locations i-2, i, and i+2, respectively. A semi-log plot of wind speed determined the 
aerodynamic roughness length (z„) to be 0.02 m at location i-2 and 0.115 m at locations i and 
1+2. 
Temperature profiles for the three-hour measurement period indicate upwind air 
temperature at 2.5 m was 0.45 °C warmer than the air temperature at the downwind edge of 
the wetland (Figure 7). Upwind and middle temperature profiles cross at 2.4 m. This 
demonstrates a cooling of the thermal internal boundary layer ( IIBL) and the minimum 
height (at this downwind location) at which the air is modified by the underlying wetland. A 
second crossing near 8.0 m indicates the presence of an overlying boundary layer, most likely 
representative of the upwind grass surface. Although the dov^wind temperature profile does 
not cross the upwind or middle profiles at 2.5 m, the measured temperature difference at 2.5 
m between upwind and downwind locations is not significandy greater than sensor error. 
Thus, the point at which upwind and middle temperature profiles crossed defined the upper 
boundary of integration (ZT)-
Typical wind speed profiles on DOY 288 from 1900 - 2200 LST are shown in Figure 
8. Upwind wind speed ranged from 5.0 ms"' to 6.0 ms'^ at 5.0 m height. Downwind wind 
speed was consistendy lower than upwind or middle locations, as flow in the lower internal 
boundary layer is slowed due to larger roughness length. Observed wind speed at 10 m was 
larger than predicted by integrated profiles. This discrepancy along with the second 
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^^uenced by 
temperature crossing near 8.0 m is consistent with the flow above 2.5 m being i n f f '  
surfaces others than the wetland. 
Water vapor profiles for 1900 LST on DO Y 288 indicate no measurable dil 
^.ilifference 
il^ 
^^aates of 
between upwind and downwind profiles below 2.5 m (Figure 9). As a result, estii# 
latent heat were not possible under these conditions. 
^ 288 from 
Nighttime net radiation was measured under clear sky conditions on DOY 
frorr^ 
the 
1900 — 2200 LST. Negative values indicate a net upward longwave radiation 
^^5ent the 
underlying surface (Figure 10). We assume the net radiative fluxes at 2.5 m repres^^" 
y^diation 
balance of downwelling radiation from the atmosphere and all upward longwave 
we are 
from the underlying air, canopy, water, and soil-detritus layers in Figure 1. Since 
^ partition 
only interested in the net radiative flux at the atmosphere-water interface, we must^ 
^^ward 
the upward longwave fluxes. As a first approximation, we can parameterize the ugp" 
longwave radiation from the canopy and soil-detritus layers using 
(52) 
E = S(JT* 
where eis the infrared emissivity (0.96), ais the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and 
is the 
erature 
canopy or soil-detritus temperature (K) estimated from the 0.01 m or-0.01 m tem^Jt?^ 
gd not be 
sensors, repsectively. The diffuse longwave radiation from the underlying air coull^ 
^ (he flux 
determined since one measurement point does not allow for vertical integration of 1 
divergent equations. However, this value is not expected to be significant compare^'^ 
upward 
radiation from the canopy, water, or soil-detritus layers. Subtracting the estimated 
longwave contribution from the canopy and soil-detritus layer gives the estimated 
radiation at the atmosphere-water interface (Figure 10). 
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ed in the calculations (Figure 7), perhaps indicating some down-slope flow from the 
,t would result in violation of the assumed horizontal y-direction uniformity. In 
1, the layer above the wetland TBBL most likely is representative of the upwind grass 
r surrounding agricultural plots and not influenced by the underlying wetland, 
es of M. on DOY 317 under lower wind speeds Qess than 2.5m s"') were more 
particularly at the middle site. A third wind sensor at 10.0 m at the middle location 
ave provided better estimates of d, Zg-, and w,. 
unary 
nighttime micrometeorological investigation was conducted on a constructed 
in Central Iowa. Energy fluxes at the atmosphere-water and water-soil/detritus 
:s were estimated in order to determine heat storage in the water layer. Atmosphere-
ixes were determined by examining the contributions of sensible and latent heat due 
ted flow. Under conditions of warm air advected over cold wetland water, a net flux 
D 45.0 W into the water layer was observed. Under conditions of cold air 
over warm wetiand water, a corresponding heat loss of 20.0 to 25.0 W m " from the 
er was observed. 
. relative error less than 12% based on the estimates of total heat input or loss in the 
er and independent estimates from in situ thermocouples were judged to be 
e. However, a higher resolution of sensors below the height of the TCBL would 
etter estimates lu, r„ and water vapor content. 
le method outlined in this manuscript could be applied with high confidence to 
nergy fluxes over wetiands and other isolated inhomogeneities such as irrigated 
hog lagoons. Many of these surfaces are significantly warmer (or cooler) than 
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surrounding surfaces. The utility of the method is based on measurable horizontal 
temperature gradients and sustained wind direction without the constraint of maximum fetch. 
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semi-infimte atmosphere layer 
emergent detritus 
floating detritus 
LE^-w 
canopy layer 
/ C floating vegetation 
Figure 1. Generalized energy fluxes (W m"') connecting canopy (c) and water (w) layers to 
semi-infinite air (a) and soil/detritus {d) media for a vegetated water body: R„ is the net 
shortwave and longwave radiative flux; Q^,, Q„, and are advected energy into the air, 
canopy and water layers, respectively; Qa<„ Qco, and are advected energy out of the air, 
canopy and water layers, respectively; is advected energy due to seepage; P is energy 
fixed by plants in photos)mthesis; H is the sensible heat flux; LE is the latent heat flux; and S 
is the change in heat storage for a finite layer. 
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semi-infinite atmosphere 
Qa/ fs)a-c P a-c ^(Oa-c RV/Ja-c l£a'C H,.c 
emergent vegetation emergent 
detritus 
canopy layer 
floating 
vegetation 
floating 
detritus 
W 
Qws ^fs)w-<l Cs)w-<J 
water layer 
Cl)w^ 
Figure 2. Shortwave, longwave, sensible and latent heat fluxes CW m'") for a wetland: is 
incident shortwave radiative flux; is reflected shortwave radiative flux; R^,^ is incident 
longwave radiative flux; R'^,^ is reflected longwave radiative flux; P is energy fixed by plants 
in photosynthesis; H is sensible heat; LE is latent heat; S is heat storage; Q^,, Q„, and Q„, are 
advected energy into the air, canopy and water layers, respectively; and, and are 
advected energy out of the air, canopy and water layers, respectively. is advected energy 
due to seepage. The subscripts define the medium where a is atmosphere, c is canopy, d is 
soil/detritus, and w is water. 
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Height (m) 
Canopy Layer 
Water Layer 
•4 16 6 11 1 
Temperature (C) 
Figure 3. Vertical temperature profile for 1800 LST on DOY 289 1997. Measurements 
were taken at a constructed wetland located 18 km west of Ames, Iowa. 
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AT/Ax = 0 
semi-infinite atmosphere layer 
emergent detritus 
floating detritus 
emergent ^ 
vegetation floating vegetation 
Figure 4. Surface energy fluxes under nighttime conditions with negligible canopy heat 
storage and no water flow. R„ is the net radiative flux from the atmosphere-canopy and 
canopy-water interfaces. is advected energy into the system in the semi-infinite 
atmosphere layer. Q^ois energy advected out of the system.. Q^^is energy advected out of 
the system due to seepage. is the sensible heat flux from the canopy-water interface. 
LEc-w is the latent heat flux from the canopy-water interface. AS„ is the change in heat 
storage for the water layer. The top of the box (z) is defined when the horizontal temperature 
difference between Xq and x, is zero. 
z(T) r 
z(2) 
z(l) 
z(0) 
i-2 i-1 i+1 i+2 
—• 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram describing the flux box model used for evaluating terms in 
equation (16). Sensors are located at z(0), z(l), z(2), and z(T) at horizontal locations i-2, i, 
and i+2. 
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Figure 6. Schematic drawing of the experimental site (not drawn to scale). 
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Figure 7. (a) Profile of observed and estimated temperature for 1900 LST on DOY 288. 
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Figure 7. (continued) (b) Profile of observed and estimated temperature at 2000 LST on DOY 288, 
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Figure 7. (continued) (c) Profile of observed and estimated temperature at 2100 LST on DOY 288. 
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Figure 7. (continued) (d) Profile of observed and estimated temperature at 2200 LST on DOY 288. 
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Figure 8. Profile of wind speed at 2000 LST on DOY 288. Typical wind profile for the measurement period 1900 to 2200 LST. 
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re 9. Profile of observed and estimated water vapor at 1900 LST on DOY 288, typical for the measurement period. 
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Figure 10. Measured and estimated net radiation on DOY 288. Net radiation at 2.5 m as measured by REBS net radiometer. 
Radiation from canopy and soil-detritus layers are calculated using Stefan-Boltzmann Law and in situ thermocouples. 
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Figure 11. Contributions from terms in equation (14) to the total sensible heat input on DOY 288. 
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Figure 12. Energy balance terms at the atmosphere-water interface on DOY 288. Net radiation is the sum of downwelling 
diffuse radiation from the atmosphere and upward longwave radiation from the water layer. 
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Figure 13. Wind speed profile for 240 LST on DOY 317. Profile is typical of that for the period 230 LST to 540 LST. 
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Figure 14. (a) Profile of observed and estimated temperature at 230 LST on DOY 317. 
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Figure 14. (continued) (b) Profile of observed and estimated temperature at 240 LST on DOY 317 
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Figure 14. (continued) (c) Profile of observed and estimated temperature at 350 LST on DOY 317. 
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Figure 14. (continued) (d) Profile of observed and estimated temperature at 520 LST on DOY 317. 
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Figure 15. (a) Observed and estimated water vapor profiles for 230 LST on DOY 317. 
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Figure 15. (continued) (b) Observed and estimated water vapor profiles for 240 LST on DOY 317. 
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Figure 15. (continued) (c) Observed and estimated water vapor profiles for 350 LST on DOY 317. 
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Figure 15. (continued) (d) Observed and estimated water vapor profiles for 520 LST on DOY 317. 
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Figure 16. Energy balance terms at the atmosphere-water interface on DOY 317. Estimated change in heat storage (Sw) is 
calculated using equation (53). 
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EVALUATING ADVECTION IN THE HEAT BUDGET OVER AN IRRIGATED 
ALFALFA FIELD IN ARIZONA 
A short communication to be submitted to Agricultural and Forest Meteorology 
Michael R. Taber^', John Prueger'', and Eugene S. Takle" 
"Department of Geologic and Atmospheric Sciences, Iowa State University 
•"National Soil Tilth Laboratory, Ames, Iowa 
ABSTRACT 
Local advection of sensible heat and water vapor provides a large source of energy for 
additional evaporation, particularly in heterogeneous regions of arid and wet surfaces. This 
paper presents a process for examining advection of warm, dry air over an irrigated alfalfa 
field. A method for calculating advection by using integrated log profiles of wind speed and 
temperature is presented. In addition, net heat input from horizontal advection, vertical 
advection, and horizontal diffusion are compared, showing that horizontal advection is a 
major contributor to the net heat input into the volume of air. A critical component of 
advection is horizontal wind speed. Large uncertainty in wind speed profile leads to large 
uncertainty in calculating friction velocity which in turn leads to error in determining 
advection. As a result, wind speed data collected in the lowest 10 m were used for u. 
determination. Corrections to the wind speed profile based on a stability correction term 
provided minimal improvement in results. Results show latent heat input derived from 
integrated upwind and downwind profiles agree to within 13% with average fluxes estimated 
from five eddy correlation stations. 
1. Introduction 
Net radiative flux is the primary source of energy for evaporation of water from irrigated 
crops. However, in regions of irrigated agricultural fields local advection of sensible heat 
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from adjacent non-irrigated areas can provide an additional energy source that must be 
accounted for in energy budget calculations (Rosenberg, 1969; Hanks et al., 1971; Brakke et 
al., 1978; and Rosenberg and Verma, 1978). Local advection of sensible heat in 
heterogeneous landscapes can gready modify vertical profiles of temperature and water 
vapor downwind of landscape boundaries (Sill et al., 1984). 
SQl et al. (1984), Hipps and Zehr (1995), and Prueger et al. (1996) used a "control 
volume" to determine the depth at which an advected layer of air is modified by a wet 
surface. They argued that under steady-state conditions the surface fluxes were equal to the 
difference in the horizontal flux between the upwind and downwind faces of the control 
volume. With a change in roughness associated with the irrigated crop, the wind speed 
profile will change from upwind to downwind locations. If advection is an important 
component of the energy budget, then it is critical to pay attention to the wind profile. Under 
conditions of strong advection, large errors would result if the wind profile is not represented 
correctly. Prueger et al. (1996) did not approximate the wind profile as logarithmic and did 
not account for the change in the profile associated with a change in roughness. Instead, a 
mean wind speed through the control volume was used to estimate the fluxes. They also did 
not approximate the logarithmic temperature profile from an estimated temperature scale. In 
addition, Prueger et al. (1996) did not compare horizontal advection to vertical advection nor 
horizontal diffusion. 
In this paper, we re-calculate advection using integrated log profiles of wind speed 
and temperature based on temperature and velocity scales. We compare estimated 
contributions from horizontal and vertical advection and horizontal diffusion terms in the 
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continuity equation. Finally, we compare our results with results reported in Prueger et al. 
(1996). 
The experimental site was located at the Maricopa Agricultural Research Center near 
Phoenix, Arizona. The site consisted of an irrigated alfalfa field 150 m wide and 450 m long. 
A dry fallow field was located upwind of the site. Study site specifics and data collection 
methods are outlined in Prueger, et al. (1996). 
2. Governing Equations 
The conceptual model consists of a steady-state Eulerian system (Figure 1) with 
horizontal uniformity in the y-direction. The atmospheric top of our model is set at the 
lowest height where the upwind and dovmwind temperatures are equal. The selected 
measurement period is long enough to capture horizontal differences in temperature and 
humidity due to heat exchange between the advected flow and underlying surface but short 
enough to minimize changes in heat exchange due to diurnal behavior. 
The total net rate of heat accumulation per unit length of a two-dimensional volume 
of air is 
Q = P^cM^^dz + m^dxdz = 0 (1) 
dt dt 
where Q is given in W m"', is the density of air, is the specific heat of air, T is the 
temperarnre (K), t is time, is the latent heat of vaporization, p^ is the density of water vapor, 
X is the horizontal distance downwind, and z is the height above the surface. Then, fluxes 
entering from the bottom of the box are equal to the change in flux from the left to right hand 
faces as described by 
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SQ =^5r. 
ax 
Substituting the first term in equation (1) for Q in equation (2) and using the First 
Law of Thermodynamics, the contribution from sensible heat is described by 
d 
(2) 
dx 
dT ar d( dT\ dxdz = 0 (3) 
or 
^PaCpW 
df dT^ 
—u 
dx \ dx 
, aT\ d( d ^ar' 
^dx[ dzj^ ax[dx dx. + 
3 f df dr^^ 
dx vdz\ 
dxdz = 0 (4) 
where Ax is the length of the inhomogeneity, u is the wind speed in the x-direction, w is the 
vertical wind speed, is the eddy diffusivity (assumed constant) in the x-direction, K. is the 
eddy diffusivity in the z-direction. Similarly, using the conservation of mass for water vapor 
describes the contribution from latent heat as 
dx 
dp dp d dp d ( dp ^ dxdz = 0 (5) 
or 
AxZvJJ 
df dp^^ 
—u 
dx \ dx dx 
dp.^^ 
df dp^ 
-w-
dz 
J J 
dxdz = 0 (6) 
where is the density of water vapor given by 
e{.z) 
PSZ) 
nz)K 
(7) 
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where is the gas specific constant for water vapor, eis the vapor pressure at height z and T 
is the temperature (K) at height z. 
For evaluating each term in equations (4) and (6), we use the general form 
j4-{F)dx = Fixi.z) - Fixi-z) (8) 
xi-z 
where Fis the flux at upwind and downwind locations, i-2 and i+2 respectively. 
The first term in equation (4) describes the horizontal advection of sensible heat. 
Approximating the derivative gives, 
zaCfX \ dX J J zB 'dz (9) V Xi*l Xi-2 J 
where is the wind speed at location i, T is the temperature at locations i-2 and /+2, and x is 
the horizontal location. We integrate from Zg = z^+d to z-r, where is the roughness length, d 
is the zero-plane displacement and ZT is the minimum height where 5T/5x = 0. Substituting 
L = Xi+2 — Xi-i (10) 
and 
Ui-2 + Ui+2 Ui = -
gives 
(11) 
^ d (f dr^ 1 1 ^ J—] J -« -7- dxdz\ = -—\{ui-2TM-Ui-2Ti-2 + UMTi*2-UMTi--^z (12) 
zacbc [^x(i-2) \(^ j J za 
where L is the length of the irrigated surface and wind speed and temperature are evaluated at 
locations i-2 and z+2. 
Near the surface, wind speed and temperature vary logarithmically with height. 
Under neutral conditions, we represent the vertical profile of horizontal wind speed as 
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(13) 
where ii is the mean wind speed at height z, u, is the friction velocity, k is the von Karman 
constant (k = 0.35), d is the zero-plane displacement height, Zo is the roughness length and T 
is a stability correction term. A linear least squares fit on a semi-log plot of wind speed 
observations at two heights can be used to solve the parameters, Zo, and d. Similarly, 
0(z) = 0o+| y [In { z - d )  
\ Zq J 
(14) 
where 0 is the potential temperature at height z, 0 o is the reference potential temperature and 
Q. is the temperature scale. Substituting equations (13) and (14) into equation (12) gives 
T||T-4 ZB chc Lx<,-2) V K dx dxdz r = —T ILi? 
u-
In 
Inl 
[z-dT 
V Zo , 
{z-dy 
Zo J 
00+ In 
(z-d)' 
Zo y Ji+2 
V Zo y 
— 1 Inf 
V Zo ; 
00+ 
0." 
0. 
In (z-d) 
Ji+2 
00+1^  
0. 
In 
In 
V Zo y 
'(z-dT 
V Zo > 
(z-d)' 
. Zo J 
+ 
•dz-
We then integrate equation (15) for each layer to the top, ZT- Similarly, the horizontal 
advection of water vapor is described by 
^  d  { f "  d p  1 ^f \ 
J I J H ^ I \ dxdz ^ J. J \Ui-1 Pv(i+2) Wi-2Pv(,_2) + Wi+aPvd+i) Pv(i-2) dx 2LU 
(15) 
(16) 
where wind speed and water vapor density are integrated from Zq to z^- at locations i-2 and 
i+2 (Figure 1). 
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We assume the upwind profile of water vapor to be well mixed. Thus, we represent 
the upwind water vapor profile as linear using the form 
Pv(i-2) = rrii-i (z) + bi-2 (17) 
where mj.iand bi.2 are empirically determined at i-2 using a least squares curve fit. Water 
vapor density over the irrigated surface is assumed to decrease logarithmically with height. 
We represent water vapor profiles using the form 
P.(r+2) = ^"<>2 + buz (18) 
where and are empirically determined at z+2 using a least squares curve fit. 
Substituting equations (13), (17), and (18) into equation (16) gives 
\z-d)^ 
cflOwr [jr„.2) \ ax J j 2.LZB 
In 
U' I , In 
-llnl 
Zo J 
V Zo / 
'{z-dy\ 
Zo J 
f(5Z^Y 
I Zo j 
•+2 
[m/+2(z) + Z?,>2] — 
[/ni-2 ln(z) + bi-i] + 
[mi*2{z) + bi*2\ — 
[m,-2 ln(z) + bi-il 
Ji+2 
dz. (19) 
The second term in equation (4) describes the vertical advection of heat away ft"om or 
toward the irrigated surface. Using the general form of equation (8), the vertical advection of 
sensible heat is described by 
rlf'r-wff zbOX |X,_2 V ^ . 
^ f I dz — J w, -2 -5— 
^Ji-Z 
dzt (20) 
where w is the vertical wind speed, T is the temperature at height z. 
We assume the vertical wind speed does not significandy change with horizontal 
location, wi-z ~ m = ^+2, and wind speed changes linearly with height. Thus, 
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w (4 = 
~ 
/• \ 
~ 
Z-Zo 
^ ZaJ)~Zo^ 
-
(21) 
where is the mean estimated vertical wind speed at 1.5 m taken from the five eddy-
correlation stations (Figure 1). 
Differentiating equation (14) gives. 
dz 
00+1 ~ I In 1 e. 
\ Zo )) k{z-d) 
where B, is the temperature scale for a given location in x and height z and k is the von 
Karman constant (0.35). By substituting equations (21) and (22) into equation (20) we get 
(22) 
d f 
\  d z j  
\dxdz = ~\] 
/ \ Z-Zo 
Z(l-5)~ZoJi 
e. 
z-d 
-W-. ms) 
i+2 
Z-Zo 
Zos) ZoJi\Z~dy,_2 
0. dz .(23) 
We integrate each layer as described for equation (12). We use the same method for vertical 
advection of water vapor. Combining equations (17), (18), and (21) the vertical flux of water 
vapor is estimated by 
ZB ctc I^Xi-2 V J 
•dxdz = — 
-I 
! ZB 
U 
^ ^ (mi-^zlniz) + bM)dz 
V Za-5)~ZoJi^2 
(mi-zlniz) + bi-2)dz Z—Zo 
(24) 
V 2(1.5) Zoy ,+2 
The third term in equation (4) represents horizontal diffusion of sensible heat. Using 
the general form in equation (8) we get 
ZBOX\ ax J ZB\ Xi*2 - Xi-i J 
(25) 
where is the eddy diffusivity (K^ = 2.0 x 10"^ mV^) in the x-direction. Combining 
equations (10) and (14), equation (25) becomes 
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^ f e. 
0O,-Z + In 
Z-d^ 
V Zo 'l-lj 
dz. (26) 
Again, we integrate each layer as previously described. Similarly, combining equations (10), 
(17) and (18), the horizontal diffusion of water vapor is described by 
T A T x  ^  c k  =  ^  J ( [ m i ^ 2  I n ( z )  +  ^ , > 2 ]  -  [ m i - 2  I n ( z )  +  b i - 2 ^ z .  
ZB \ dx ) L ZB 
(27) 
The fourth term in equation (4) represents the vertical flux of sensible heat at the 
surface (bottom face in Figure 1). Integrating using the general form of equation (8) we get 
StSKii— 3T -rdf dT 
Kz 
-1 dz).. ^Jt+2 V zBji+2 
K — 
Kz 
zadzy ' dz J 
dz),T 
dz 
Ji+2 
+ 
Kr 
ar' 
zadzy ' dz. 
Kr 
dz 
-^1 
3z )  ^J.-2 
(28) 
where the vertical flux is estimated at the upwind and downwind locations. Further 
integration gives 
( 3T\ 
V (^)zB, Ki dz),T 'f: 
(29) 
The point of minimum integration is the minimum height at which the vertical flux of 
sensible heat is not affected by the presence of the irrigated surface. Then, 
V dz),T \ dz),T. 
(30) 
and equation (28) reduces to 
7 d yY'^ d 
ZB dx\xo.2y dz Kz 
?L 
dz. 
\dxdz = — 
'®Jr+2 
Kz dz. IB. 
Qh 
PCp 
(31) 
where Qff represents the sensible heat flux difference between i-2 and i+2 at z=ZB and is 
equal to the sensible heat flux out the right-hand face of the box in Figure 1. 
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Since there is no atmospheric storage of heat in the control box, we now solve for the 
sensible heat flux in terms of the solutions to each term in equation (4). Combining 
equations (19), (23), (26), and (31) gives 
Q. = -^PaCp -1 
L 
J 
u 
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U' ln| 
V. Zo 
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J 1*2 
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Zo J Ji+2 
ro+ 
k J Zo . 
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+ 
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Zo y 
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\ K- J 
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V Zo 
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Zo J 
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\.Z2 ZoJii.2\Z d)i+2 ^12(1+2) 
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r„.=+l ~ 
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- 2  
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Z2-Z0 j,>2  ^Z-dJi-2 
z-d 
dz\ + 
4-
T + X Oi-I ' I^] in 
r z-d^ 
V Zo Ji-z) 
dz 
(32) 
We now represent the flux of latent heat using the same method described for 
equation (32). Combining equations (20), (24), and (27), the latent heat flux at the surface 
becomes 
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3. Results and Discussion 
Profiles of upwind and downwind horizontal wind speed obtained from four tethersonde 
launches indicate large scatter of values data above 10 m (Figure 2). This is largely 
attributed to the fact that the tethersonde balloons were not fixed in space and were subject to 
oscillations as large scale eddies past the site. The wind speed data aloft are temporally 
separated making it difficult to accurately determine the friction velocity scale, u. for the 
surface layer. Therefore, to determine the range of possible u. we calculated the logrithmic 
least squares curve fit to data below 8 m, below 30 m and for all data. The R-squared value 
for data below 8 m is 0.79, compared to 0.53 and 0.68 for data below 30 m and all data, 
respectivly. The zero-plane displacement height, d, and roughness length, Zo, were estimated 
to be 0.20 m and 0.03 m, respectively, based on an approximate height of 0.30 m for the 
alfalfa during the measurement period. 
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Friction velocity calculations based on the three curve fits varied as much as 44% (Table 
1). Friction velocity based on data below 10 m were consistently lower than u.(30m) and 
u.(all). Since the data below 10 m represent the first two minutes of the measurement period 
they are more likely to represent the surface momentum flux than the temporally spaced data 
aloft. In addition, the largest gradients are observed near the surface. In fact, the change in 
mean wind speed with height ((9C//^) consistently changed sign (negative) around 8 to 10 m. 
Since we are interested in wind speed and temperature parameters that are linked with the 
surface, we chose to use u.(10m) determined from data below 10 m, where additional 
environmental influences such as regional advection are minimized. 
Typical profiles of potential temperature are shown in Figure 3. Solid lines show data 
calculated using equation (11). Reference potential temperature, was determined using a 
log-linear least squares curve. The upwind profile indicates lapse conditions due to surface 
heating over the dry soil. Downwind, large negative vertical temperamre gradients indicate a 
strong inversion forming over the irrigated surface as internal energy from advected warm air 
is used for evaporation. The height at which 5T/6x = 0 indicates the upper boundary of air 
that has been affected by the underlying irrigated surface. The depth of the internal boundary 
layer at the downwind face ranged fi-om 30.5 m to 34.5 m. 
Profiles of water vapor density show accumulation of water vapor in the air as it is 
advected across the irrigated alfalfa field (Figure 4). A least squares curve fit was used for 
estimating equations (28) and (29). The crossing of upwind and downwind water vapor 
profiles near the same height as temperature profiles suggests turbulent exchanges for water 
vapor and heat were similar (Prueger et aL, 1996). 
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Contributions from horizontal advection, vertical advection, and horizontal diffusion 
to the total sensible heat (H) and latent heat (LE) input reported in Table 2. Negative H and 
LE values indicate a flux of heat toward the surface as internal energy is used for 
evaporation. From Table 2, horizontal advection clearly dominates the total heat input for 
both sensible and latent heat. Contribution from vertical advection increases from 10% to 
21% of the total heat input through the measurement period. This increase is consistent with 
observed increase in turbulence (Prueger, et al., 1996). Contribution from horizontal 
diffusion is insignificant. 
Table 3 compares contributions from horizontal advection to latent and sensible heat 
input using equations (15) and (19) to estimated sensible heat advection and latent heat flux 
as reported in Prueger et al. (1996). Average fluxes of sensible and latent heat determined 
from five eddy correlation stations are also reported. For ascents 3 and 4, Prueger et al. 
(1996) reported higher estimates of sensible heat advection. This is primarily due to the use 
of mean wind speed in the calculations, rather than integrated profile of wind speed based on 
lu. Total sensible heat input from horizontal advection and vertical advection (See Table 2) 
compared relatively well with average sensible heat flux from eddy correlation stations. 
Similarly, total latent heat input compared better than reported in Prueger et al. (1996). 
Lower relative error for latent heat calculation shows improvement in the use of integrated 
profiles of wind speed and water vapor. 
The large uncertainty associated with wind speed data overshadowed any stability 
corrections to integrated profiles. Using fixed sensors on towers would increase confidence 
in estimates of u, and 0. and extend the flux-profile relationship in equation (13) to include a 
stability parameter for the diabatic surface layer. 
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4. Summary 
Upwind and downwind profiles of wind speed, temperature, and humidity can be 
used for estimating fluxes of sensible and latent heat in heterogeneous landscapes where 
warm dry air is advected over irrigated surfaces. Improvements were made in estimates of H 
and LE, largely due to the use of u. and 6, scaling parameters. However, wind speed 
estimates from the tethersonde balloons provided a set of values with large variance, which 
reduces confidence in accuracy of the fiiction velocity, u.. This problem could be corrected 
in future experiments by deploying fixed towers for mounting wind sensors. 
Horizontal advection was shown to be the dominant term in the total heat input 
compared to vertical advection and horizontal diffiision. Vertical advection was shown to 
contribute as much as 21% to the total heat input, increasing as turbulence increased through 
the measurement period. The large horizontal differences of temperature in this experiment 
suggest that this method could be effectively used on smaller fields Gess than 100 m in 
length) as long as observed horizontal temperature differences exceed sensor limits. In 
addition, the experimental design should include the placement of a third tower at location i. 
This will improve the approximation of derivatives for the governing equations (Taber, 
1999). 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram describing the flux box model used for evaluating terms in 
equation (1). The model assumes uniformity in the y-direction. Tethersondes were launched 
at upwind and downwind faces, i-2 and i+2 respectively. 
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Figure 2a. Upwind profile of wind speed over an irrigated alfalfa field in Arizona during ascent 1 on 29 June 1990 (After 
Prueger, et. al., 1996). 
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Figure 2b. Downwind profile of wind speed over an irrigated alfalfa field in Arizona during ascent 1 on 29 June 1990 (After 
Prueger, et. al., 1996) 
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Figure 3. Observed and predicted profiles of potential temperature over an irrigated alfalfa field in Arizona during ascent 1 on 29 
June 1990 (After Prueger, et. al., 1996). 
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After Prueger, et. al., 1996). 
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Table 1. Calculated friction velocity, u„ from wind speed data using least squares curve fit. 
Data was divided into three categories; less than 10 m in height, less than 30 m in height, and 
all data. 
Ascent 1 Upwind u. (ms'^) Downwind u. (ms'^) 
Data up to 8 m, u.(10m) .206 .324 
Data up to 30 m, u.(30m) .218 .318 
All data, u,(all) .220 .304 
Ascent 3 
Data up to 10 m, u.(10m) .229 .387 
Data up to 30 m, u,(30m) .263 .385 
All data, u,(aU) .264 .371 
Ascent 4 
Data up to 10 m, u.(10m) .191 .367 
Data up to 30 m, u.(30m) .274 .429 
All data, u.(all) .270 .392 
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Table 2. Estimated and Qle and the relative contributions from source terms. Negative 
numbers indicated heat lost from advected air to the underlying surface. Data from three 
tethered balloon launches on 29 June 1990 were used for calculations. Horizontal advection 
term was calculated using u.(10m) values in Table 1 (After Prueger et aL, 1996) 
Ascent # on 
29 June 1990 
Term Horizontal 
Advection 
(Wm-^) 
Vertical 
Advection 
(Wm-') 
Horizontal 
Diffusion 
(Wm-') 
1 
(1511-1518 LST) 
QH -358.5 -30.3 -.0015 
QLE -535.4 -.0068 -3.2 X 10"® 
3 
(1609 - 1621 LST) 
QH -276.8 -39.5 -.0012 
QLE -597.6 -.007 -3.2 X 10"® 
4 
(1630 - 1642 LST) 
QH -235.3 -63.7 -.0013 
QLE -473.4 -.002 -9.8 X 10-' 
Table 3. Comparison of the horizontal advection component of sensible (H) and latent (LE) heat input to estimated contribution 
to LE from sensible heat advection and latent heat flux as reported in Prueger, et al., 1996. Total contribution of H and LE input 
(horizontal advection plus vertical advection) are compared with average eddy correlation measurements. Relative error is based 
is total heat input (inferred) compared to eddy conelation ("true"). NA = values not reported in Prueger et al., 1996. 
Ascent # 
on 29 June 
Qll (h-sdv) 
(W m"') 
QuECh-adv) 
(W m-^) 
LEavd (Prueger 
etal., 1996) 
(W m"') 
Est. LE 
(Prueger et 
al., 1996) 
(W m"') 
H 
(Avg. eddy 
correlation) 
(W m-') 
LE 
(Avg. eddy 
correlation) 
(W m"^) 
% 
Relative 
Error 
LE 
(Prueger) 
% Relative 
Error 
LE 
1 358.5 535.4 151.3 458.8 221.0 547.0 16.1 2.1 
3 276.8 597.6 419.7 511.0 307.1 577.9 11.6 3.4 
4 235.3 473.4 441.3 NA 256.0 541.0 NA 12.5 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
This dissertation research presents results of a three-year investigation into the energy 
fluxes from a wetland. The initial experimental goal was to look at all the shortwave, 
longwave, ground, and sensible and latent heat fluxes traditionally associated with 
micrometeorological investigations, in order to close the surface energy budget. The results 
of the initial experiment led to three important conclusions: 1) changes in heat storage from a 
shallow water layer modifies surface fluxes of latent and sensible heat on a less than diurnal 
scale, 2) local advection appears to be playing a dominant role in modifying the energy 
balance, and 3) traditional Bowen-ratio and eddy-correlation methods did not provide 
acceptable results under advective conditions. As a result, a new experimental plan was 
developed based on the modification of wind speed, temperature, and water vapor profiles by 
advective flow. The new approach allowed us to focus on the fluxes associated with short 
term changes in heat storage. 
In the first paper of this dissertation, the complexity of determining heat storage from a 
central Iowa constructed wetland was outlined. The method we developed utilizes a "control 
volume" first introduced by Sill et. al., 1984 and conservation equations. Meteorological 
conditions selected for the experiment were restricted to wind direction parallel to the 
wetland orientation, nighttime radiation conditions, and horizontal differences of near surface 
temperature greater than sensor bias. Of two hundred nights (thirty in spring, 170 in fall), 
only ten qualified for further analysis. The majority of the nights were disqualified due to 
inoperable sensors, variable wind speeds and direction, lack of water in wetland, or 
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horizontal temperature differences less than sensor bias. The conditions providing the best 
data for analysis were reported in this dissertation. 
Results indicated the method worked well during fall nighttime conditions when the 
wetland water temperature was warmer than the advected upwind air (condition 2). The 
sensible and latent heat exchange were estimated by the integration of wind, temperature, and 
water vapor profiles. The upper limit of integration was defined by the crossing of upwind 
and downwind profiles of temperature and water vapor. A comparison of predicted change 
in heat storage based on the fluxes at the interfaces bounding the water layer were in 
reasonable agreement with estimate of the heat storage using in sitii thermocouples. 
During conditions when the wetland water layer was colder than the upwind air 
(condition 1), sensible heat was exchanged from the atmosphere to the water layer causing a 
short-term gain in heat storage. Latent heat exchange at the atmosphere-water interface 
could not be estimated under this condition. This is mainly due to the inability to estimate 
the height at which upwind and downwind water vapor profiles cross. The depth of the 
internal boundary layer was found to be slighdy less than under condition 2 (warm wetiand, 
cold air). Despite the inability to determine latent heat flux, the predicted change in heat 
storage based on sensible and soil/detritus heat fluxes at the interfaces compared well with 
the heat storage measured from the thermocouples. This suggests that under conditions when 
warm air is advected over cold wetland water, the internal energy used for evaporation is 
small. 
Under both conditions (e.g., warm air advected over cold wetland and cold air advected 
over warm wetland) when wind speeds were greater than 1.5 m s*', the relative contributions 
from vertical advection and horizontal diffusion were small when compared to the 
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contribution from horizontal advection. The vertical advection term was inconsistent, 
perhaps due to the elevated nature of the wedand. Under more unstable conditions, 
particularly as the height of the internal boundary layer grows, vertical advection is expected 
to be more important. Horizontal diffusion is not expected to be important unless the 
horizontal temperature gradient is two to three orders of magnitude larger. However, with 
such small horizontal distances, adequate horizontal temperature differences may not be 
observed. 
Use of integrated profiles in a control volume requires sufficient knowledge of wind 
speed and temperature with height in order to obtain representative velocity and temperature 
scales. The second paper in this dissertation addressed advection as an important component 
in the energy balance. Wind speed and temperamre data collected by Prueger et al. (1996) 
were used to determine velocity and temperature scales, and vertical profiles were 
recomputed to determine sensible and latent heat fluxes. Results compared with Prueger et 
al. (1996) showed that horizontal advection of energy is an important part of the energy 
balance when compared with vertical advection and horizontal diffusion. Moreover, if 
horizontal temperature gradients are on the order of 1 x 10"~ "C m"', then errors in 
determining advection are large if the wind speed profile is not represented correctly. 
Vertical advection was found to be as much as 21% of the total heat input. Contributions 
from horizontal diffusion were found to be insignificant Oess than 1%). 
2. Recommendations 
This method has been shown to work when horizontal temperature and water vapor 
differences exceed sensor limitations. However, the following recommendations would 
improve upon the method presented in this dissertation. 
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Perhaps the most critical aspect is in the estimation of atmosphere-water interface 
temperature and near interface water vapor content. The physical structure of the canopy 
above and in the water presented a problem with thermocouple location and for obtaining 
representative interface temperatures. This method should be tried on shallow open water in 
order to minimize this problem and interface temperature could be estimated using an 
infrared thermometer. The air 0.01m above the water surface was assumed saturated with 
water vapor density logarithmically decreasing with height, but confirmation of this is 
essential in accurately representing the water vapor profile. Integration of linear versus 
logarithmic water vapor profiles resulted in large uncertainty, with Unear providing 
erroneously large estimates for latent heat flux (see Appendix B and equation (28) on page 
19). Terms in Appendix B and equation (28) that are most sensitive to linear versus 
logarithmic representation were the integrations of w,+2Pvfi+2; "iPvfn-2-
Spring investigations did not provide adequate data for analysis. This was primarily due 
to small horizontal gradients of temperatm^e and water vapor density. Spring-like conditions 
were observed in the fall when warm air was advected over cold wetland, and horizontal 
temperature differences were sufficiendy large allowing for estimates of sensible heat flux. 
A careful experimental design that includes higher resolution of temperature and humidity 
sensors near the atmosphere-water interface will improve the ability to measure horizontal 
and vertical temperature and humidity differences during spring conditions. 
Wind speed was not found to be a major factor in the growth of the internal boundary 
layer. Even under low wind speeds (less than 2 m s"'), the intemal boundary layer never 
exceeded 3.6 m. Use of three wind sensors was critical in determining the zero-plane 
displacement height and roughness length. As little as 5% variation in friction velocity 
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resulted in as much as 20% variation in flux estimates. Wind speed at 10m was observed to 
be consistently greater than predicted by integrated profiles. The probable cause was higher 
topographic elevation east of the smdy site. A study site located in flat terrain would 
minimize any "gravity flow" effects on the wind speed and temperature that may cause 
inaccurate determination of minimum integration. 
Results from the second paper indicate a need for a more accurate method of measuring 
wind speed under non-neutral conditions. The deployment of three fixed towers, upwind, 
middle, and downwind, with each tower having three wind sensors would provide necessary 
data determine the need for a non-neutral correction term in the integration. Correction for 
non-neutral conditions is not expected to significantly modify the wind speed and 
temperature profiles for small z- However, as is the case in the second paper when the top of 
the boundary layer was observed to be near 30 m, the correction term may indeed be 
important. 
In any case, it may not be necessary to conduct an investigation on a large 
inhomogeneity, as in the second paper. The first step is to determine the minimum distance 
where observed horizontal temperature differences exceed sensor limits. For irrigated fields 
in arid regions where horizontal temperature gradients near 1 X 10"'°C m"', the minimum 
distance is expected to be around 20 m. Thus, an investigation of this type could be done on 
a much smaller scale, reducing the chance for additional environmental influences associated 
with regional advection and convective instability. 
The deployment of sensors on fixed platforms located at the boundaries and mid-points 
of emergent zones in a large prairie wetland would provide an ideal investigation into 
differences in short term changes in heat storage, as related to different emergent zones. The 
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experimental site can be selected based on observed horizontal and vertical temperature 
differences that provide desired accuracy. Once the height where upwind and downwind 
temperature profiles cross is established, wind, temperature, and humidity sensors can be 
adjusted to better estimate velocity and temperature scales within the internal boundary layer. 
Finally, it is recommended that a field experiment be designed to evaluate seasonal, diurnal, 
and synoptic changes in heat storage through the growing season. 
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APPENDIX A 
INTEGRATION OF SENSIBLE HEAT EQUATION 
Horizontal Advection Term 
Integrating equation (27) gives 
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zT))+(int(ul/k*ln((z-
zl)+int(ul/k*In((z-
z2)+int(ul/k*ln((z-
zT))+(int(u2/k*In((z-
zl)+int(ii2/k*In((z-
z2)+int(u2/k* Ln((z-
zT)); 
si-ri3ziit 
+ 2 TstJS 
+ T5tI3 
-2 rstJ3 
+ T5t23 
{ { -ssl + d3\ { -zJ + ^ \2 { -z2 + <B\ f + 
 ^ -^j ^  H" 
( -zl + tS \ f -zl + \ f sS + *i3 \ Hr 2 ^ 2 * 
{ + f + f -!;£ + d3\2 
f —+ ^ 3 \ f + iiS \ \ jf ^ ( f + d!3 \ Hr ^03 J ^ ^ J ^ \-r23 k 
f -z2 + d3\2 f -is2 + d3\ { -B2 + d3\: 
z2+ r23z2 k 
{ -s2 + d3\ f -z2 + i^\ f -zJ + d3\ 
- 2 Tst23 Ml ——^1 iS + 2 r5t23 M —^1 - 2 Tst23z2 + T23 Ml - s2 k 
f -el + d3\2 f -sl + d3\ f -z2 + d3\: 
- T5t23 zl-r23zJk 
{ -sI + £S\ { sl-i-d3\ \ / 1 { { sT+d3\ 
•2 rit23ii\-—^—^1^3-2 rjtSSJn ——j^i + 2 Tit23sl] ^  +ii3\T33ii\ ——jzTk 
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f -sr+d3\2 f -^r+d3\ { -sT+d3\2 
-rji331til-——^1 d3-T33hi\^-—^— i S  j f c + r i J 3 3 1 i i sr-I33sTk 
{ -^T+d5\ { -sT + d3\ f -z2 + eB\ 
+ 2 rjJSSItt — L13-2 rjfSSln —— zJ + 2 TstSSzT-r331a.\- ——\z2k 
{ Z03 } { z03 } { z03 } 
{ -s2 + d3\2 f -z2 + d3\ f -32 + ii3\2 
+  7 J ^ 3 3 M -  —  d 3  +  T 3 3 ] a . \ -  —  c S j f c - r 5 f 3 3 1 t t  —  z 2  +  I 3 3 z 2 ! b  
{ z03 } { z03 } It z03 } 
-2 eS + 2 Tst33lD.j-^^^^z2-2 Tst33z2^ ^  H? +ii3\-n2 ikzS+ 2 T stI2 zS + T22 ksJ 
{ -sS + d3\ f -zS + iBX f -sB + d2\ 
+ la - —j Ti2zS k-Ml —j Tstl2z2 - Tstl2 m I ——J z3 + Tstl2 lalzB -^S')d3 
f sS + (13 \ f -^3 + ii2 \ 
- T5t22 d3 dilogl + Tsti2 M —^1 d2 - TH ]o(^z3 -d3')d3k-2 T5t22zl 
\ f -^l + d2\ { -zl + d3\ f sl + d3\ f -Zl + i!^ 
- h x -
z03 
f-zJ-i-dSS f -zl + d2\ f -sl + ii2\ 
- rstl2d2 dilogl j + TstI2—^1 la(zl-d3')d3 k- TstJ2 —^1 ^  
fsI + iS\ f -z3 + d3\ f -zS + d2\ 
+  ^ -  j - « i 2  
{ sS + d2\ f^S + d3\ f -z3 + dB\ { -B3 + d2\ 
-4:^ 7^ ] "K— J^ 
{ -z3 + d2\ {-^3 + (S\ f -s2 + d3\ { -^I + d2\ 
{ sl + d2\ f-sJ + d3\ { -sJ + d2\ {sl + ii3\ {sB + <S\\ / -j 
{ ( -s2+iS\ ( s2 + d3\ f-rf + cSX 
ii3 1-2 Tst22s2 + 2 Tsi22xJ +T22ks2-In ——J T22x2 fc+ ill ——J Tst22s2 - Tst22 d2 dilogl 
{ -s2 + d2\ { -z2 + iS\ f -z2 + d2\ ( -i:2 + <S\ f s2 + d2\ 
( s2-¥d2\ {-z2 + d3\ 
+ T22 i:iCz2-d3-)d3k- rst22 + ^ '>t22 <23 dilogi - T5t22 la(z2 -d3) <i3 
{ -z2+d2\ f-z2 + d3\ f -s2 + d2\ {-z2 + d3\ f -zl + d3\ 
( -si + <22 \ { -s2 + d2\ {-z2 + tS \ 
+ Tit22 M ——^1 d2-T22 InCzi-^-y^k-Tst22 mI  - —^1 z2+r st22 <22 dilogi 
\ f-s2 + d3\ 
•j r 5t22 z2-T 5t22 <23 dilog + T st22 lQ(^ i - <23-) <23 - T22 kz2 { -z2 + <23 -hi -
z03 
f -z2 + <22\ f-z2 + d3\ f -s2 + d2\ f-z2 + £B\ 
-  ^[-  ^ 5 i - J  H "  ~ S 5 ~ J  
f -zr+<S\ ( -zT+<i3\ fsr+<i3\ 
+ T32kzr-2 J'rt52^r-]ril ——J IBS^Tifc+ln -——j r st32 zT - T st32 <22 diiosl ^ ^  \ 
f -eT+<22\ { -zr+<22\ f-sr+<i3\ 
+ rst32 In ——J zr+ T32 hiizT- i^S) <^ k- rst32 M ——j <i2+rst32<23 dilogl 
{ -sT+<S\ f -sr+<22\ f -zT+<i3\ { -eT+<i2\ 
- r . ^ 3 2  T.t32zT^--^] ^ 
{ -^T+d2\ {-zr+c23\ f -sr+d2\ {^r+<23\ 
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{ -s2 + d2\ {-s2 + {B\ f -^2 + d3\ f -s2 + iS\ 
- " H — ^ )  
f -s2 + d2\ {-s2 + d3\ { -e2 + d3\ { -s2 + d2\ f s2 + d3\ 
rst32.2M[-^^].^-^^] 132.2, 
f -z2 + d3\ f-z2-hd3\ f -z2 + d2\ 
-IttI ——^1 rst32z2 + Tst32d2dilogi - rst32^[-—^—J^2-132lrus:2-iS)cSk 
{-s2 + cS \  { -S2 + d2\ \  r 2 f {+ d3\ 
+ rst32]nCs2-{i3)iS-rst32d3dilogl_^^^J + rst32lal ——d2jyiir-s2 I TrtiSd2dilogl_^^^J 
f -s£ + d2\ { -zS + d2\ fsS*d3\ f -z£ + d2\ f-zS + d3\ 
f -ZS + £S\ { -sS + d2\ { -zS + d3\ f -sS + d2\ 
- "T H"  ^K" ~ )^ H" ~ )^ ^ 
f -zS + d2\ fsS + cB\ ( s£ + d2\ { -z£ + <i3\ 
f -sl + i^\ { -^I + d3\ f -sl + d2\ 
-2 T5t23zl + Tst23M- — \s2 - T23zS k-^- — T5t23z21xL\- — 
{ z03 } \ z03 } II ^172 } 
f -s2 + d3\ f -z2 + d2\ f -s2 + d2\ {-z2 + f^\ 
* K" -iM-j K-
f -zJ + d2\ {-zI + dB\ { -^B + <B\ { -zl + d2\ 
+ Tstl3 dS In —— M —\ - TstlS In —— zS+ 2 TstlSzS - T13 In ——\zl k 
It zC2 } { z03 } { z02 } 
{ -zl + d2\ {-zl + d3\ { -sl + d2\ 
- rstI3 -dsy^- rstJ3 M <^+T!it23d3 dilog  ^^  J + Inl ——J z2 
f -^2 + d2\ (-z2 + d3\\ / 3 { f -z2 + d2\ 
 ^ H" -1 ]^  ^ J / ^ l^" ^ ar-J  ^
{-zJ + ci3\ { -zl + d2\ f -zl + d2\ f-zl + d3\ 
- ^  ^ ( -  }^ ^ l "  ^  ^  
f -s2 + d2\ { -s2 + i^\ ( -s2-i-d2\ 
- l^"  ^- H" ~~^ ] ~ )^ 
f -si2 + {i3\ ( -^2 + d2\ f -^2 + d2\ {^2 + d3\ 
{ s2 + <22 \ {s2 + d3 \ f s2 + d3 \ { s2 + <22 \ 
- ^M[--^] 4^7 ]^ -4--^] T^23^m(- -^ J 
{ -^2 + ^ 2 \ f ^ ^2 + iiS \ f s2 + \ {s2 + £i3 \ 
^ H "  -1^1 n^Ts-j - K" 
f s2 + \ { -s2 + <22 \ {-s2 + ii3 \ ( -s2 + <22 \ 
sr-J -
- ™ K" ™ I2 4- rajs ]»[- .21.2 r«s« 
/ -s2 + d2\ f -rJ + d3\ \ , 2 
- T23z2k+ rst23h\—^—]<i2 + rlt23^!a(z2-d3•)^B + T232Ik+ TitZSlal ——\sI-2 rst23zl\/ ^ -
f f -^2 + <i3\ f -zr+<^\ 
ii2 2 rst33z2 - I33z2 k- Tst33 H " ——J + 233zrk-2 rsl33zT+ rst33 Ml ——^1 zF 
f -^r+i^sx f-^r+<s\ f -sr+<22\ f-sr+£i3\ 
- H" -75r-] H" 
{ -^r+eSX f -zr+{i2\ { -zr+d3\ { -zr+<S\ _ ^ f -zT+<i2\ 
-M(—rst33zTl.[—^]-^[—^] r«33^1n(—- J33^\.—^j.rk 
f -z2 + <i2\ f-e2 + <B\ f -z2 + <i3\ { s2 + <i2\ 
. rst33 lr^z2-^^^-rs,33^ ln[- - ^ [- H" 
{ -z2-i-<B\ f -z2 + <i2\ f s2 + <i2\ f-z2 + <B\ „ {^2 + ii3\ 
- ^ l-  ^K- -157-) ^  l^" isr-J  ^
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f s2 + d2\ ( -s2 + d2\ { s2 + d2\ 
- H" ~ ]^ H" I^J ^  K" ^ 
f ^2 + «i2\ f -sr-i-d2\ f-i[r+d3\ 
+  ! 3 3 — J z2k-Tst33 Im^r-cS) d3- rst331a.\^—^—j d2 + TJf33dilogi I 
f ~s^T+'^i2\ f sT'^ii2\ 
• ^  H" N;5R-J K" ~^5R-J •>^<1^75-] J /  ^^  «J [ 
f sl + d2\ f -gJ+d2\11 f -sI + cS\ f -Jr/ + <a2\2 , 
f ^i + d2\ f -i:I + d2\ ( -^S-i-d2\ 
-2 Tifi^lnl ——]ii2 + 2 T5tI2ii\--^^—\zI-2 T 5tJ2 zl + TJ2 hi\-—\z£k 
f -zS + i£2 \ 2 { —sS + ii2 \ f —z3 + i22 \ 2 
-T5tI2-ia\ d2-n21si\- ——hi2 A+ — z£ - n2 kzS 
{ z02 } { z02 } { z02 } 
f -s3 + d2\ { sS + d2\ \/2 f ( + ^ 2 \ 
+ 2 rjfi21n —jd2-2 rszJ2hil-—^—\zS + 2 TstnzS\ y kT+2 a2\-T22ia.\-—^—\z2k 
f —3*2 +• d2 \ 2 f ~z2 + d2 \ f -^2 + ^ 22 \ 2 
+ rst22ix\ —— d2 + T22ii\- ——\ dS k- rst22ii\- — z2+T22kz2 
\ z02 } t s02 } \ z02 } 
f -z2 + d2\ f -z2 + d2\ { -zJ + d2\ 
-2 rst22In d2 + 2 Tst22 M —— z2-2 Tst22z2 + 122In —— z2 k { z02 ) { z02 } { z02 } 
f -z2 + d2\2 f -z2 + d2\ f -z2 + d2\2 
-Tst22-bi\ ——^1 d2 - r22 ix\^-—\d2k+r5t221ti\-—^—z2-T22kz2 
f sl + d2\ ( -sl + d2\ \ / 3 { f -sT+d2\ 
+ 2 T5t22 lal ——d2-2 Tst22 mI - —J zl+ 2 T3t22zl\y if -2 ii2 \T32 mI - —j 
f -zT+d2\2 { -zT+d2\ f -zr+d2\2 
-rjyaSM ——^1 d2-132 lo.\ ——\d2k+ r5t32}n.\-—^—^1 zr-r32kzT 
{ -zr+d2\ f -^r+d2\ _ f -z2 + d2\ 
+ 2 ——\d2-2 rj?521nl-——^^^r + 2 T 5t32 zT - T32 ln.\-—\z2k 
{ -z2 + d2\2 f -z2 + d2\ { -z2 + d2\2 
+ Tst32ii\- d2 + T32ix\- ——\ d2k- T5t321a.\- — s2 + T32kz2 
[ z02 } { z02 } { z02 ) 
- 2  Tst32lD.j-~^^d2 + 2 rst32'tii^-^^^^^z2-2 rst32z2^ -ii2 l^ri2kz£-2 rsil2z3 
{zl-dl\ f-zl + d2\ {zJ-dJ\ {-zl + d2\ { -sI + (S\ ^ 
{ •^2 + d2\ fz2-d2\ {^2 + d2\ ^^fz2-d2\ 
{ -zB + d2\ {z2-d2\ . {-z2 + d2\ 
+ TSt22In - z£ + T5t22 ^ z2 -d2-)d2 + rstI2In I d2 + Tst22 d2 dilogi I 
{s2-d2\ {z2-d2\ f -z2 + d2\ , 
- Tst22 In J z2 - T22 M I d2 k+ 2 Tst22z2 - Tst22 Inl -
{zS-dl\ f-sS + d2\ (zS-dI\ {-zS + d2\ { -zS + <i2\ ^ ^^^^{zS-dI\ 
^  < 0 K - ^ r s - j  -  " ( " i s r - )  • "  *  H "  "' K"I5r-) 
fzS-dI\ f -s£ + d2\ fzS-dI\ fzS-dI\ _ ^ f-sS + d2\ 
- -^1 K"^ )"'''' H"^ ) 
fzS-dI\ f-zS + d2\ fzS-dI\ \ /• 3 f 
- rstJ2 InCsv? -d2)d2- Tstl2 hi I dl - TstI2 dl dilogi J + Tstl2 lal J zS\ y - ai I 
fzl-dl\ {sl + d2\ 2 rst22z2 - 2 rst22sl - T22 Ji:z2 - Tst22 "iaCzl -d2)d2- Tst22 In J dl - Tst22 dl dilogi j 
{z2-d2\ {z2-d2\ (-z2 + d2\ ^^^fz2-d2\ 
f -z2 + d2\ { -s2 + d2\ {s2-d2\ fz2-d2\ fs2 + d2\ 
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fz2-dj\ fs2 + d2\ f -s2 + d2\ {z2-dl\ fz2-dl\ 
+ Tst22 M ——— dl y ——— + hi —— T5t22z2 M ——— + T22 M ——— z2 h 
{ sOI } {d2-dl ) !i z02 } { zOl } { z02 } 
{-z2 + d2\ {z2-dl\ {z2-dl\ f-z2 + d2\ 
fz2-dl\ f -^I + d2\ 
+ rst22 Ml I dl + Tst22 i3(z2 -d2)d2+ Tst22 M —^1 
{zl-dl\ { S l *<n\ (si-dl\ {sl + d2\ { -icl + d2\ fzJ-dJ\ 
f -zl-i-d2\ fzl-dl\\ / 2 f {z2-dl\ {-z2 + d2\ 
fz2-dj\ f-z2-i'd2\ { -z2*d2\ {z2-dl\ f -z2 + d2\ {z2-dl\ 
,rsr32d21n[-^]^-^^].^[-^^] r.,S2z2M[-^j 
f-z2 + d2\ {z2-dl\ f-s2 + d2\ 
- 2 rst32z2 - T32 kzr+ r5t32 d2 dilog J - ^  Ml I z2 k- T5t32 dl dilogi J 
{z2 - dl \ {z2 -dl\ fz2 -dl\ 
+ Tst32 Ml j  z2+r32 In J dl k- rst32 1DCZ2 -d2)d2- Tst32 Ml J dl + 2 T5t32zT 
{ -zr+d2\ { -zr+d2\ fzr-dl\ (zr-dl\ f-zr+d2\ 
{ -zr+d2\ fzr-dl\ {zr-dl\ {sr+d2\ f s2 + d2\ 
fzr-dl\ f-zT+d2\ fzT-dl\ fzr-dl\ 
+  T s t 3 2 +  ^^*32dldflog^"^^J"^ j + rst32MzT-d2:)d2^ ^  f?-ill ^ -fii ^ 
{zl-dl\2 {zl-dl\ {zl-dl\2 {zl-dl\ , 
+ Tstll Ml j dl + Til NJ Ml J zl + rilzl k-2 Tstll mI j dl 
(zl-dl\ {zS-dl\ {zS-dl\2 {sS-dl\ 
+ 2 Tstll M -1 zl-2 Tstll zl + Til M —^1 zS k- Tstll mI J dl - Til M —J dl k 
fzS-dl\2 fzS-dl\ fz£-dl\ \ / 2 { 
+ Tstll htl I  z£ - TllzS k+ 2 Tstll Jal—J dl-2 Tstll Ml I  zS + 2 Tstll zS\ ^  k'+all 
{z2-dl\ {z2-dl\2 fz2-dl\ {z2-dl\2 
mM —Jdl-T21-bx\—^\dlk+Tst21)>i\—^\ z2-T21z2k 
{z2-dl\ fz2-dl\ {zl-dl\ fzl-dl\2 
+ 2 Tst211a.\—^j~jdl-2 Tst211o.\—^j—\z2+ 2 Tst21z2 - T22^—^]zl k+ Tst21ii\—^j—\ dl 
fzl-dl\ {zl-dl\2 {zl-dl\ {zl-dl\ 
+ T21M I dl k- Tst21 Itxl j zl + T21zl k-2 Tst21 Ml j dl + 2 Tst21 mI J zl 
- 2 r«2ili) /^*^i\t31 'Tk- T>t3J di - I3J  ^A 
fzT-dl\2 fzT-d2\ (zT-dlX 
+  T j f 3 J M  — 1  zr-r31zrk+2 rj?37M J dI-2 Tst311a\—^j—\zT+2 Tst3izT 
fzl-dl\ (zl-dl\2 fsl-dl\ (zl-dl\2 
-2 rj?Sid I  +  2 T s t 3 2 j ri-2 TstSIzI^ ^ J? + ii2 l^ri2zSk-2 TstllzS 
fz£-dl\ fzS-dl\ fzl-dl\ {sl-dl\ 
+ Tstll N-^yj— I zS - Tstll hil j  dl + Tstll Ml J dl - Tstll Nj zl - Tllzl k+ 2 Tstll zl 
f -^l-¥d2\ (zl-dl\ ( -zl + d2\ {zl-dl\ {zl-dl\ f-zl + d2\ 
fzl-dl\ fsl + d2\ { -z£ + d2\ f -eS + d2\ {-sS + d2\ 
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{ -s£-i-d2\ fzS-dI\ ( -zS + d2\ fz£-dl\ 
f-zB + d2\ fzS-dI\ fs£-i-d2\ 
- r.tn di di3cg(^ 3 ]^ r«ii <£?  ^
(zS-dJ\ fsS + d2\ f-sl + d2\ { -zl + d2\ 
{ -sl + ei2\ {s2 + d2\ W 2 { fs2 + d2\ 
•^ H~~sii2—J + -^ni^ l^ -^ ^^gidilogl j 
f -^2 + d2\ f -zl + d2\ fzI-dJ\ {sl + d2\ 
r^2Iz2-l.[—^'j r21zlk-rst211a[-^'jdl^-^^'j 
{zl-dl\ fsl + d2\ { -sl + d2\ fzl-dl\ 
dI.T2IlnCzI-d2:^d2^ 
f-sl + d2\ ( -sl + d2\ fsJ-dJ[\ f sl + d2\ 
f-sl + d2\ fz2-dl\ fz2-dl\ 
+ Tst21 d2 dilogl j + ^ M —^^7~~] s2-T2Is2h+2 T5t22z2 
{z2-dl\ f-z2 + d2\ {z2-dl\ fs2 + d2\ 
" H"^ )  ^
{ -z2 + d2\ fz2-d2\ f-s2 + d2\ f -z2 + d2\ fz2-dl\ 
{ -z2 + d2\ {zl-d2\ {zl-dl\ \ / i f 
+ —J T21z2k+ Tst21 In Izl - Tst21 M J dl + T21z2 k-2 rst2Izl] y 11^+si2\ 
fz2-dl\ fsT-dI\ (zr-dl\ 
-2 Tit3Jz2+I3Ji:z2-rsl3JdJln\—^^j—j-I3JzTk+2 TstSIsr+ritSIla.]—^—J t i f -T i tS ih i l—JrT 
fz2~dl\ f-s2 + d2\ {-z2 + d2\ {z2-dJ\ „ 
+ TstSl d2 Irtl J la J + T5t31 d2 dilog j + Tst31 Inl I z2 + T31 ^ z2 -d2)d2k 
f -z2 + d2\ (z2-dl\ (s2 + d2\ 
f s2 + d2\ (z2-dl\ { -z2 + d2\ {z2-dl\ f-s2 + d2\ 
\ f-zr+d2\ 
•J 132z2 lt+ rst31 InCffr- d2'}d2 + TstSI dl dilogl ^ _ ^ j \  - d2')d2k { z02 
f-Br+d2\ f sr+<i2\ f -BT-¥d2\ fzT-di\ {-s!T+d2\ 
{sT-dJ\ {-sr+d2\ { -Br+d2\ (2r-dJ\ { -sT+d2\ {sT-d2\\ 
Vertical Advection Term 
Integrating equation (35) gives 
> -l/2*k(int(w03*(z-z03)/(5-z03)*Tstl3/(z-d03),2 = zB .. zT)-int(w03*(2-z03)/(5-
z03)*Tstll/(z-d01),z = zB .. zT)); 
03 IitI3 (zT-laCzr-d03:}z03 + ii(zT-dOS) d03-zS + h^zB - d03-)z03 - ]a(ag - tjP3) <103) 
-5 +z03 
w 03 litn (zT - ]a(zT - dOl") z03 + ^ zT -dOl^fdOI-zS + ]i<s  ^- <iOi) jf £>3 - lQ(r^  - iidi) dOI) \ 
1 f w 
-A-
-5 +z03 
Horizontal Diffiision Term 
Integrating equation (41) gives 
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f + \ / 2 f { -is2 + <B\ { -!!2 + d3\2 
+ 2 rstI3ii\-—^—\zB-2 ritI3zSj y JiT-aS l-TSSlnl ——\z2it+rst23h.\^-—^—j iS 
f -z2 + d3\ f -^2 + d3\2 f s2 + <:B\ 
+ r?3 111 —— d3 k- Tst23 M —— z2 + T23z2 k-2 T5t23 ki — 
\ s03 } { z03 } \ z03 } 
{ s2 + d3\ {zl-d3\ {z2-d3\2 {zl-<3\ 
+ 2 rst23ii\^-—^—js2-2 rst23z2 + T23h.\ ]zlk-rst231o.\ J d3-r23tii\ jcSk 
fzl-d3\2 {sI-iS\ \ / 2 { 
+ rJ?23leil I zl- T23zljfc+ 2 Tst23mI I <B-2 Tst23hil Jzl + 2 rit23z2\ ^  HT+uSl 
fzr-cB\ fzr-d3\2 {zr-d3\ {zT-iS\2 _ T 3 3 I t t — — — — — —  ( S 3 - 1 3 3  h i — — —  h s  j f c + T i J i S l t t — — —  s P -{ z03 ) z03 } { z03 } zC3 } 
{zr-d3\ {zT-d3\ { -^2 + <i3\ f -e2 + tB\2 _ 
+ 2 rst331a\—^^]d3-2 rft331n — —-jgr-t-2 J331nl ——]s2k+ rst33ia.\-—^—J d3 
f -32 + d3\ { -z2 + £i3\2 { -s2 + d3\ 
+ J33II1 —— dSjfc- 7j?33Iii —— z2 + T33z2k-2 TitSSla — d3 
{ z03 } { zC3 } \ z03 } 
f -z2 + iS\ \ 1 { { -^l + d2\ (zJ-<S\ 
+2 rjjasii -——^1^2-2 rst33z2\y^af-iish rffJ2zi+y———J rstnziM \-TJ2zJk 
{ -Zl-k-d2\ {zl-<B\ {-zl-k-<n\ {zl-^\ 
fzl-<i3\ {-sl + d2\ f -Zl + (i2\ fzl-d3\ fzJ-d3\ fsJ + d2\ 
fzS-d3\ {zl-{i3\ f-z2 + <i2\ 
- ritI2 to Jzl + rstJ2-d2)d2+ rstI2]nl J + Tstl2d3dilogi ^ ^ J -2 TstHzS 
{ -s3-i-d2\ f -BS + d3\ f-eS + d2\ { sS + d3\^^ 
+ THzS jfc+ lal ——j rstJ2zS - T22 ill ——j z£ jt+ TstJ2 d2 dilogi I + ^ ^2 ill -  ^* 
f -zS + d3\ f-zB + d2\ { -z£ + d3\ 
+ Tstl2 ^ dilogi  ^  ^J - rstl2 Inl ——j <i3 - rstl2 h>(zS -dl)d2 
f -zS + d2\ { sS + d3\ ( sB + d2\ f -BS + d3\ 
-n—S5-J 
{ -z2 + d2\ { -z2 + <i3\ ( sl + ii2\ {zl-d3\ {-zJ + <i2\ 
(zl-d3\ fzI-<S\ {•^J + d2\ fz2-d3\ 
f -z2 + d2\ f -z2 + d3\ f -z2 + d3\ f-^2 + d2\ 
. rst22inczl-^ rst22^la\--^) h- T.^22^ 
f s2 + d3\ f^2-i-d2\ { s2 + d2\ { -s2 + d3\ 
- Tst22 In —— d3 M ——— +M- —— r5t22z2 -T22ii\- — z2k 
{ z03 } {<i2-d3 } { z02 } { z03 } 
f-z2 + d2\ { -z2 + d3\ f -s2 + d3\ f-s2 + d2\ 
 ^rs:22 ^  dilog[^ -^ ) +  ^ r .t2;? z2 - r^2 ^  dilog[-^ -^ ) 
f -s2 + cB\ { -zl + d2\ fzJ-ei3\ 
- r st22 lal ——J d3-Tst22 laiz2 -d2) d2 + T22z2 k-r22zJk-i-ii\ ——J Tst22zl hal J 
( -zl + d2\ fzl-eB\ {zl-^\ (sl + <i2\ (zl-<B\ f-sl + d2\\ , 
2 / (zT-<n\ {zT-d2\ {zT-^\ 
kr-ii3\-2 T5t32z2+2 rst32zr-hi\^—^^—\ T5t32zT-'bi\—^—\ rst32 iSii\—^—]-I32zrk 
{zr-d3\ ( zT-ei2\ (zT-d3\ ( zT-d2\ {zr-d3\ 
{zr-d3\ f zr-d2\ fzr-d3\ { zr-d2\ 
+ r>t32 h(zr-d2^d2-r,t32<i2 ^ ^ 
{zr-<:S\ fzr-d2\ fzr-d3\ f -z2 + d2\ 
-T32 
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f -z2 + d3\ f-z2 + dS\ f -s2 + eS\ f -s2 + d3\ 
- ^   ^  ^^  H" -1^] -^] 
f-e2 + d2\ { -s2 + d3\ f -g2 + <i2\ ( -e2 + d3\ 
- T>t32 d3 dilog[-^ 7 j^ - r ,132 ln\- d3-r^l^z2-d2^£l-ltt[ r«32rf ]u[ 
f + f -s2 + £B\ f ^2 + d3\ /-s'2 + <i2\ 
- l^"  ^  ^^  2  ^
fsl-d3\ f -^S + iB\ { -s2 + d3\ 
- TstlS M—^^—\H -—j ^  H""Tfli—^] + TStJ3s2 
f sl + d2\ fzl-d3\ (sl-^\ {-sl + d2\ fzl-d3\ (-xl*d2\ 
f -B2-¥<i2\ (sl-<i3\ { ^/ + i£?\ / -zl + d2\ {-el + d2\ 
"H"-;5r-) -K-"T5r-) 
fsl + d2\ { -zS + d2\ { -isB-<r<B\ 
+ Tstl3<Bdilog J + -d2')d2-ri3ii(zl-d2^ d2k-Inl- —j TrtiSz l^al ——^1 
( -BS+d2\ { -^ + <i3\ (-zB + d2\ 
+ —J H d3 dilogl J - ln(sv? - (£2) cH + rJ3 ln(s:5 -dT}d2k 
f -^£ + d2\ f -z2 + d2\ f -^3 + d3\ f-^B + d2\ 
+ M-—:r;— —— Tiazsk-Tstisinx-———Lisin ——— 
\ zC2 } s02 ) { s03 } {d2-<^ } 
{sS + d2\ ( sS-t-d3\ {-sB + d2\\ / i ( { -sr2 + d3\ f-«2 + d?\ 
{ -^2 + £i2\ { -s2 + d3\ { -s2 + d2\ { -^2 + ii3\ 
f -s2 + d3\ fs2 + d2\ { -s2 + d3\ ( -s2 + d3\ 
- J-il23]ii ——Its Inl J + T23s2k-2 T}t23z2-Tst23:n.\ ——\d3 +Tst23tn.\ ——\z2 
fzl-d3\ fzJ-d3\ { -z2 + d2\ {zl-d3\ 
-T23zlk+2 rst23zl + Tst23ix\—^—\d3- r}t23ii\^—^^—\zJ + ii\ ——^1 rst23 zJ 
{ -zl + d2\ fzl-d3\ fsJ + d2\ fzl-ii3\ (-sl + d2\ 
- ^ (- ^ 
{-zl + d2\ ( -z2 + d2\ 
+ T5t23 dS dilogl J + ^^^23 Wjl -d2)d2-r23 la(zl - d2') d2k + lii\-^^—^1 T23zJ k 
f s2 + d2\ {z2-d3\ f-^l + d2\ ( -s2 + d2\ 
f-e2 + d2\ {s2 + d2\ ( s2 + d2\ \ / 2 { 
-rst23€B dilogl J + rst23d2dilogl J -Ia| —j r23z21i:+T23 Jn(s2-d2')d2k\ y if + a2 \ 
fzT-d3\ fzr-d3\ 
-T33zrk+2 rjf53rr+ratSSlii———L:S-rj?331ii———\zr+ T33z2k-2 rst33z2 
{ z03 } ^ z03 } 
f -e2 + d3\ { -s2 + d3\ f -z2 + d2\ { -B2 + d3\ f-s2 + d2\ 
f "^2 + ti3 \ f —z2 + ^ 2 \ f—z2 + ^ 2 \ 
- rst33 IttI ——j d3la J - Tst33<Sdilog 1 - lu(z2 -d2^ci2+T33b>(z2 -d2)d2k 
(-z2-i-d2\ { -z2 + d2\ f -z2 + d3\ { -z2-i-d2\ f • 
r . ^ 3 3 ^ d i b g [ ^ ^ ) T s t 3 3 z 2 1 a [ -
-«2 + £i3i 
z03 
{ -^2 + d2\ fzT-d2\ {zr-d2\ f zT-d2\ 
-^[—^] T33z2k^ln[-^j r33zTk-lr.[-^^j rst33zr. r.J33d2dilog[-^ -^ ) 
{ zT-d2\ {zT-d2\ {zr-d3\ 
-  1 3 3 ^  r . ^ 3 3  ^ d i l o g [ - T . t 3 3 z n ^ [ - ^ ]  
fzr-d2\ fzr-^\ {zT-d3\ f zr-d2\ fzr-(S\ { zr-d2\ 
\ / 2 { { { -z2 + d2\2 { -zJ + d2\ 
+ rst33 ln(zT-d2) d2] y lif +2ii2\ -TJ2 Inl ——J zl k+ TstJS lal ——J d2 + TJ2 Ml ——J d2 A 
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f -zl + d2\2 f -sl + ii2\ f -sl + d2\ 
-rstI21ii\ —— zl+TI2zlfc-2 T5tl2M- —U? + 2]lii — TitI2zl-2 TstHzl 
z02 ) { z02 } \ z02 } 
{ -zS + d2\ { s3 + <i2\1 f -sS + ei2\ { -sS + ei2\2 
+ TI2-bi\-—^—jzSk- rstJ2ia.\^-^^—^1 d2-n2-iei\ ——]d2i;+rst£2ii\ ——J x3-n2z£li; 
f + ^ 2 \ ( —z£ + d2 \ \ ^ f { ~^2 + £i2 \ 
+ 2 ——jd2-2ix\-—^—j rill2z3 + 2 rstI2zS] iT-2 ii2 \T22ii\ ——\z2i: 
f -s2 + d2\2 ( ^2+ d2\ f s2 + d2\2 
-r5t221a.\ —— d2-T22ix\- —\ d2rst22ii\- — z2-r22z2i: 
{ z02 } { z02 f li s02 } 
{ -z2 + d2\ { s2 + d2\ { -^2 + d2\ 
+ 2 T5t22 In — <i? - 2 M —— T5t22z2 + 2 T5t22z2 - T22 la — z2 k 
{ z02 } { z02 } { z02 } 
{ -^2 + d2\2 { -s2 + d2\ { -s2 + d2\2 
+ r5t22ti\ d2+T22ii\ \ d2 k-r5t22hi\- — z2+T22z2k 
z02 } { z02 } { s02 } 
{ -zl + d2\ { -sJ + d2\ \ / 1 { fzT-d2\ 
-2 rjtZ2Ial ——J ii2 + 2M —^1 T5t22z2-2 rst22zl\y^Iir-2ii2\l32ix\—^—jzTk 
fzr~d2\2 fzr-d2\ {zT-d2\2 fzr-d2\ 
-T5t32ii\—^—\ d2-T32ia\—^~jd2K+rst32ia.\^—^^—j zT-r32zrk+2 rit32M\^—^^—\d2 
{zT-d2\ ( -i2 + d2\ { -z2 + ei2\2 _ { -82 + d2\ 
" 1 zi>2 J Tst32sT-T32-ia\ ——jz2fc+rst32ix\-—^—J d2+T32ii\ ——\d2k 
( -B2 + d2\2 f -s2 + d2\ ( -B2 + d2\ \ / 2 
-Tst32}D\—^—^ 1  z2+T32s2h-2 r« 3 2 1 a l - — — ^ l i f f  +  2 1 n l  ——J Tst32s2-2 Tst32z2\^ iT -
{ f -s3 + d2\ fs3 + d2\ f s3 + d2\ 
ii2 12 Tst22s2 - Tst22 dilogl + Tit22 Inl ——^1 zS 
{ sS + d2\ {-s3 + d2\ f -s2 + d2\ 
"  H "  ~ ^ ) H '  
f -^3 + d2\ f-e3 + d2\ { -z3 + d2\ f-e3 + d2\ 
- Tst22 M —— d2 M \ + TstI2 i£? hi —— la  ^
\ z02 } \_-dI + d2} ^ z02 } \-d2 + d2} 
f sS + d2\ { -zS + dl\ f -zS + ii2 \ f -zS + dl\ { -z3 + dl\ 
"K—laT-j 
( s3 + d2 \ 
+ T5t221a{:z2-d2')d2-2 rst22z3 + r22z3 k+Tnl-—^—^1 T5t22z3 - Tst22 1d(Z3 -d2) d2 
fzJ-dJ\ {-zI + dS\ fzl-dj\ {zl-dl\ fsJ + d2\ 
- ^  "TT^j K " ^ ) ^  " ^ 4 ^ 7 7 ^ )  
( -zl + d2\ fs2-d2\ fz2-dl\ f-zl + d2\ fsl + d2\ 
{zI-dS\ f -zl+d2\ fz2-dl\ fzl-d2\ \ / 2 { 
f-zl + d2\ fzI~dJ\ fzl~dl\ f-sl + d2\ 
.2 rst22z2. r^22d2^<^4:^ 77 )^ 
{zl~d2\ {z2-d2\ fz2-d2\ f-sl + d2\ 
- 122 M ——— z2 k- Tst22 la —-— d2 + Tst22 d2 la —-— la  ^
{ z02 } { z02 } { z02 } {-d2 + d2} 
}zI-dJ\ f-zJ + d2\ f -^I + d2\ fzl-dl\ ( -zl + d2\ fzJ-dJ\ 
f -zl + d2\ f -e2 + d2\ 
+ Inl ——J Tst22zl- Tst22lr<zi-d2)Tst22z2 + rst22]n(z2-d2')d2- T22z2k+ 122zik 
{ •^ + dl\ { -z2 + dJ\ f-z2 + d2\ { -z2 + d2\ { -z2 + d2\ 
,r.t22i.[—^]di-r^22d2^[-^^]H;577^J -4"-^ ) 
f -s2 + d2\ {-s2 + d2\ { -^2 + d2\ { -s2 + d2\ 
+ Tst22 la —— d2 la ——— - la —— dl k- Tst22 la —— z2 
!i s02 } \-dI + d2} \ zC2 } s02 } 
f-z2 + d2\ f s2 + d2\ { s2 + d2\ { -s2 + d2\ 
- r5t22 d2 dilog —-——1 + la — r5t22z2 la —— + J22 la —— z2 k 
\-d2 + d2} V ^^2 } \ s02 } z02 / 
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f-z2 + d2\\ / 2 { fsr-d2\ 
+ T5t22 dl dilQgl ^-Hi 1-2 Tst32z2 + 2 rst32zr-ii\^—^^—\ r5t32sr- T32sTk 
{ -z2 + d2\ { sT-d2 \ 
+ Tst32 MsT-dZ") d2 + T32z2 k+ In —— Tst32z2 - Tst32 •ia(z2 -d2^d2+ rst32 dl dilog - ^ 
^ Zv2 f ^ + Q2 f 
{sT-dl\ {zT-dI\ f zT-d2 \ {zT-dl\ 
- ^  K " ^ ] ^  " ^ 4 "  : 5 7 7 ^ J "  H - 7 ^ J  
fzT-d2\ (zT-dl\ {zT-d2\ { zT-d2 \ 
{sr-dl\ f zT-d2 \ {zT-<i2\ {zT-dlX f s2 + d2\ f -^ + dl\ 
f s2 + dl \ f —s2 + d2 \ f s2 + dl \ f —s2 + d2 \ 
- T -sr-j •" n^FTS-J - n- -isr] 
{ -s-2 + d2\ f -^2 + dl\ f -z2 + dl\ f-z2 + d2\ 
, r«32d2dilog(g )^ - r«32M[-^ )^ tfi)/^  
{ fsl-dl\ fzl-dl\2 fzl-dl\ fzl-dl\2 
{zl-dl\ fzl-dl\ f -eS-t-dl\ { -^+dl\2 
+ 2 Tstll la —-— dl-2 Tstll la —:rr- + 2 Tstllzl - Til la zS jt+ Tstllla —— dl 
\ zOl } li zOl } \ zOl } V ^01 I 
{ -z3-i-dl\ { s3 + dl\2 f -z£ + dl\ 
+ ni hil - —^1  d l Jfc- Tstll Ml - —^1 sS + rilzS k-2 Tstll hi ——^1 dl 
{ -zS + dl\ \ / 2 f { -s2 + dl\ { -ff2 + <£/\2 
+ 2 rjriilnl ——\z3-2 rstllz^j ^  iT-nl\-T2Iia.\ ——js2 k+ rit22ii\^-—^—dl 
f —s2 + dl \ f s2 + dl \ 2 f —z2 + dl \ 
+ T21 ill - —^1 dl k- Tst22 lal - —^1 z2 + T22z2 k-2 Tst22 hil - —^1 d2 
{ -z2 + dl\ {zl-dl\ {zl-dl\2 {zl-dl\ 
*2 Tst21 111 z2-2 Tst22z2 + T21M ——— zlk- Tsj22In dl - 122In ——— dlk { zCI } li z02 } { z02 } { zOI } 
+ Tst22}J^^^^zl-T21zlk-i-2 Tst21 ^ d I - 2  r s t 2 I i i ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ z l +  2  T s t 2 1 s 2 ^  ^ I ^ + i i l ^  
fzr-d2\ {zT-d2\2 !zT-d2\ {zT-d2\2 
{zT-d2\ fzr-dl\ fzl-dJ\ fzl-dl\2 
+ 2 Tst3I Ml J dl-2 TstSI lal I zr+ 2 FstSlzT- 131 Inl I zl fc+ TstSJ lal J dJ 
{zJ-d2\ fzl-d2\2 fzl-d2\ fzl-dl\ 
+ TBI N —^5J—1 dl jfc- TstSl M 1 k~2Tst32 M j d2 + 2 Tst32 Inl J zl 
-2 TstSJzlj y'lt?+ii2 sTiJ la -^ ^ d l + T  s t l l  la -^ j zg - 2 T stllzS + TlizS h^2 TstUzl 
(z2-d2\ {z2-d2\ fz2-d2\ (s2-¥d2\ 
- T22z2 k- Tst22 la ——— zl + Tst22 hi ——— dl ~ Tstll d2 hi —-— hi —-—— 
{ sOl } { zOl } t z02 } {-d2 + d2} 
{ sl + d2\ fzl-dl\ (zl-dl\ (sl + d2\ ( -Bl + d2\ {zl-d2\ 
{ sB + d2 \ (—sS + d2 \ f —sS + d2 \ f —zS + d2 \ 
- Tst22 M —— d2 hi  ^ + Tst22 d2 hi —— la  ^
\ z02 } {-d2 + d2} { zOl } {-dl + d2} 
f -zB + (12 \ ( -zB + d2\ f -zB + d2\ f -zB + dl\ f -zB + d? \ 
/ —zB + d2 \ f —zB + d2 \ f —zB + d2 \ 
- I n l - — — ^ 1  T22zBh- Tstl2d2 dilogl ^  ^J * ^dilogl  ^J ~ Tst 11-d2')d2 
{ -zl + d2\ { -zl + d2\ 
+ riJla(zB-d2)d2k+la.\ ——riiri*-lal ——TstUzi-rn}a(zS-d2')d2 k+ rstnJadzJ-ii2')d2 
{-zl + d2\ {sl + d2\\ / 3 f { sl + d2\ fzl-d2\ 
- H" H~ )^ 
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{-zl + d2\ fzl-dl\ f-sl + d2\ 
+ Tst2Jd2dilogi J + T2JbaC^J-d2^d2k- Tit21 }a(z]-d2)d2- Tst22M I dlI
(zl-dl\ f-sl + d2\ ( -Bl + d2\ { sl + d2\ {sl + d2\ 
+ Tst2Id2]n ——— la ——— + hi —— T-M ——] T22zl k- rst2Idl dflog ^ { sOl } \-dl + d2} { s02 ) \ z02 } ^\-dl + d2} 
{ sl + d2\ fzl-dl\ { -e2 + dl\ ( s2 + dl\ 
+ IttI - —J rst21 lal j dl + rst21 Jul - —j dl - r}t21 lal - —^1 z2-t-2 Tst21z2 - r21z2 k 
{-z2 + d2\ f-s2 + d2\ { -z2 + d2\ f s2-t'd2\ 
- r jr2i dilog ——— + r dilog —7;—  ^ +Iti r:;— T2iz2k-ii\ —— Tst21z2 
\-dl + d2} ^\-d2 + d2} \ z02 } \ z02 ) 
fzi-dl\ fzl-dl\ 
- T21 1D(Z2 -d2^d2k+ Tst21 la(z2 -d2')d2+ Tst21 lal J zl - Tit21 lal J dl-1 T5t21zl + T21zl k 
f -z2 + dl\ {-is3 + d2\ f -s2 + dl\ {-^2 + d2\ 
- r5t2I d2^\ —— la —n—  ^ + Tst2I In —— dl M ^ 
zOI } \-dI + d2} sOI } \-dJ + d2} 
{ -s2 + d2\ { -z2 + dl\ { s2-¥-d2\ f -z2 + dl\\ / o { 
-T-^J 
(zT-dl\ fsT-dl\ { -z2 + dl\ f-s2 + d2\ 
+ 2 rrt3i^r+rj?3iM——— dl-rsl31ii\———\sT-i-r5t3Id2'kL\- —— M—,—XT { zOl } zOI } \ sOl } \-dl + d2} 
f -s2 + d2\ f s2 + dl\ { -s2 + dl\ f-s2 + d2\ 
* H "  ^ s r - J - s r - j  -  T  - 1 5 7 - )  
( s2 + d2\ f -B2 + dl\ { -s2 + d2\ f -z2i-d2\ 
-lal ——J rjtSiz^la ——] + r31kz2-2 rK3iz2-la ——^1 I3iz2jfc+lal ——J rst31z2 
_ f-e2 + d2\ { -i!2 + dJ\ 
+ 131 -d2-)d2h- T5t3111(^ 2-d2-)d2+ Tst31 d2dilogl - Tst31 Inl-—^1 dl 
f s2 + dl\ {s2 + d2\ fzT-d2\ fzr-d2\ 
+ TstSI M —— s2 - T5t3I dl di log ——— -  la  ——— Tst3I In ——— dl 
{ zOl } {^l + d2) \ s02 } sOl } 
fzr-dl\ f zT-d2 \ fzT-dl\ f zT-d2 \ {zT-d2\ 
{zr-d2\ { zT-d2 \ { zT-d2 \ 
+ lu —^^—j T31zTk+Tst31dI dibg -  ^jfSi ii? dilog - + T it31 InCzT -d2^d2 
- ni Kirr-s) d2 r 
w 03 Sit 13 - haCgr -d(f3)z03 + li<zr - d03) d03-z£ + - ^ 3) gt?3 - ii(z2 - d03) dOS") 
-5 +z03 
w 03 lit 11 C?r - Ksr -d01-)z03 + laCs-r-d01-)d01-zS + hCzS -d01)zC3- -d01-)d0iy 
]- iXxiriSzSk 
-5 +z03 } 
{zr-cB\ fsr-dl\ fzr-£B\ {zr-d2\ (zT-d2\ 
{zr-di\ 
+ ntll la J dl + TllzS jfc+ TstlBzT-l rst22zr+ TstllzT- TBzTk- rilzrk+ 2 T12zTk-2 T12zS k 
{ sS + (^ \ { + dl\ { -zS + \ 
+  2  Tstl2z3 - TstllzB + lit 13 J u l  -  — — J  z3 + Tstll Ml zB - Tstl3 lal - —d3 
{ -zS + d2 \ { —zS + d2 \ f -zB + dl \ \ 
- 2 Tsti2 111 - —+ 2 Tstl2 la - " ^ i^3zBj f (i jQ 
(See Appendix C for notation.) 
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APPENDIX B 
Integration of Latent Heat Equation 
Horizontal Advection Term 
Integrating equation (31) gives 
> int(u3/k*ln((z-d3)/203)*(S13*In(z)+bl3)^ = zB .. zl)+int(u3*ln((z-
d3)/z03)*(S23*in(z)+b23)/k,z = zl.. zT)-int(u3/k*In((z-d3)/z03)*(S12*ln(z)+bl2),z = zB 
.. zl)-int(u3*In((z-d3)/z03)*(S22*ln(z)+b22)/k^ = zl.. zT)+int(u2/k*bi((z-
d2)/z02)*(S13*in(z)+bl3) ,z  =  zB . .  z l )+int(u2*ln((z-d2)/z02)*(S23*bi(z)+b23)/k,z  =  z l . .  
zT)-2*int(u2/k*In((z-d2)/z02)*(S12*ln(z)+bl2)^ = zB .. zl)-2*int(u2*In((z-
d2)/z02)*(S22*ln(z)+b22)/k,z = zl.. zT)-int(ul/k*ln((z-dl)/z01)*(S12*ln(z)+bl2),z = zB 
.. zl)-int(ul*ln((z-dl)/z01)*(S22*In(z)+b22)/k^ = zl.. zT)+int(uiyk*In((z-
dl) /z01)*(Sl*z+bl) ,z  =  zB . .  z l )+int(ul*In((z-dl) /z01)*(Sl*z+bl) /k,z  =  z l . .  
zT)+int(u2*Ln((z-d2)/z02)*(Sl*z+bl)/k,z = zB .. zl)+int(u2*In((z-d2)/z02)*(Sl*z+bl)/k,z 
= zl.. zT); 
f (si-d3\ fzJ-d3\ 
- i!3 |-H ^^2 J ~ ^ 1 J * H ~  ^ - iS) + S13zl ]n(zi) 
-2 SJ3zI + S23 d3 M ^—^1 " -5^3 eS dilogl —1 +zIbJ3 + bl3 d3 Msl -<B) + I'll ——J ln(r5) 
fsB-dB\ fzS-d3\ (z2-d3\ 
+ H - H+ S23d3 InC?^ - - S13z3 ]n(z5) *1S13zS- S13 d3 N ^—J 
+ S13 dS dilog^^j -zB bI3 -bI3(B - <S)j / jt+ ii3 ] sTd23 
fzr-<B\ (zT-d3\ fzr\ 
- ill S23 zT-¥S23d3 MzT -(S-i-S23zT Mz^) + 2 S23zT-323 03 ln(d3) la —^—J +S23d3 dilogl — I 
fzl-d3\ {zi-{i3\ {s2-d3\ 
- zT b23 - b23 d3 MzT - - Inl j S23 zl - la J zl &23 + In I S23 zl 
{z2-d3\ {z2\ 
-S23d3 ln(ji - + S23zl Mzl^-2 S23zl + S23d3 ]n(<i3) -^^3 03 dilogl—J +z2 b23 
\ { fz2-d3\ (z2-d3\ fz2-(B\ 
+ b23d3}a(ji2-d3)Uh+u3 l-lnl J gi - Ml \z2b22 + ii\ J S22z2 
fz2-£B\ {z2\ 
- S22 d3 h(z2 - d3) + S22z2 - 2 S22z2 + S22 <23 KdS) 1^1—J - ^ ^ ^1 
{zS-iB\ lzB-d3\ fzS-d3\ 
+ bl2 d3 h(zl - tS) + hil J SI2zS ln(x5) + la J zS bI2 - 3al J S22zS + SI2d3 Ix^zS -
- S12zS ]n(s:5) + 2 S22zS - SI2 d3 "iofdS) ) +S12d3 dilog^ j^ -zS bl2 - bl2 d3 "b^zS - iS)j / A+ aS ^ 
(zT-d3\ fzT-<i3\ (zT-d3\ 
~H s03 ] H + la j S22zT-S22 d3 yo^zT-<S) + S22zT-io(zr) - 2 S22zT 
{zT-d3\ fzT\ {z2-d3\ 
^S22d3 ^1 -^2d3 dilogl ^ 1 +zTb22 + b22 i23 M,zT-cB) + hil I S22z2 lia(z2^ 
(zl-d3\ fz2-(B\ (zl-{i3\ 
+ la I zl b22 - lal J S22 zI + S22<S i^CzI -eS)-S22zI ln(yi) i-2 322zl-S22 <i3i3(.d3^ —J 
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+ S22dS dilog^ j^ -zi b22 - b22 dB ioQsl - ^i3)j / k-a2 SI3zI }a(zl) - In -^
f d2-z2\ { d2-zl\ 
+ M-—^^—] - SI3 d2 loiizl - d2) + S23zl - 2 S13s2 + iTiS d2 ki(<i2) Inl - —^—J 
(z2\ {z3-d2\ (z2-d2\ 
- S23 d2 dilogl —J + z2 b23 + b23 d2 InCsi - + hi —^1 S23 zB hi(x )^ + hi I zS b2B 
fz3-d2\ {sB-dS\ {zS\ 
- — J  S J 3 z 3  +  S 1 3 d 2  i 3 ( z S  - d 2 )  - S I 3 z S b C r ^ )  +  2  S I 3 z S  - S J 3 d 2 I n C d S )  ^ 1  — ^ 1  +  ^  
\ { fzT-d2\ {zr-ii2\ fzr-d2\ 
-zSbI3-bJ3d2'SD(zB-d2'}\/il:+ii2 hi j S23zTi3Czr) + lrL\—^—\zrb23-'bi\^—^^—\ S23zr 
fzr-d2\ {zT\ 
+ S23d2 hiCzr- ^ £J) - ;S23 r^ haCa-i:) + 2 S23zr-S23 d2 'ia(d2') ^—J +^3d2 dilog —J -zTb23 
( <i2-zl\ f d2-zl\ f d2-zl\ _ 
-e>23<g]a(gr-<g)-]al- J S23z2 InCzI) -^^—\zl l>23 + hs.\ S33zJ-S23ii2-ta(zJ-d2^ 
+ S23zJ ln(xi)-2S23zI + 323d2 -S23d2 dflog^^J + zl b23 + b23 d2 la(zJ - j / i + 2 Jt2 ^ 
f /• £22-zi\ f ii2-zJ\ 
-Ml - —^^—j ) - IttI - J2 + hi - —j z2 - S22 d2 M^zl - d2) + S12 si hiOi) 
( d2-zl\ fzl\ {zS-d2\ 
-2S12zl+SJ2d2 TnCdZ) Inl ——J -S12d2 dilog —1 +zllfl2+ dl2 d2laCzl -d2^ + lal J S12zS ^r^zS^ 
(z3-d2\ (zS-d2\ (z3-d2\ 
+ lal J zS bl2 - H J ^SUdZ lr<xJ - d2) - S12zB InCzS) + 2 5i2r5 - SU dl M ^—J 
+ S12d2^zl^^ -Z3&12-bl2d2txi(z£-d2^^/ !t-2ii2 ) ^ 2srii:i(zT)+lii\^^^^^zri>22 
fzr-ei2\ fzT-d2\ {zT\ 
- ]nl —^55—1 ^ 2zT+S22d2 M.zT-d2-)-S22zT+ 2 S22zT-S22 d2 lal —^—j +JS22d2 dilogl — I 
f <i2-sl\ f d2-z2\ { d2-z2\ 
-zTb22 - b22 d2 }a(zT-d2^ - hil- j S22z2 la(zl') - hil - J zl b22 + hi - I S22zl 
f d2-zl\ {zl\ 
-S22d2 hiCzi -d2) + S22z2 haCzi) - 2 S22sl + S22d2 hi(i2?) ^  —^1 -^2d2 dilogj —I +zl b22 
\ f f dl-zl\ f d2-zl\ { d2-zl\ 
+ b22 d2 hiCsri - d2)j / i5;+ ii2 l-hil- I Snz2 hn:^ i) - hil - J z2 bI2 + hi - j S12z2 
f d2-z2 \ fzl \ 
- S12 dl hi(ari - d2^ + S22 z2 hi^ i) - 2 S12 si + S12 dl hiC i^?) hi ——^1 - S12 dl dilog — j +zl bl2 
{z3-d2\ fz3 - dl \ {z3 -dl\ 
+ bl2 dl ii(zl - <ii) + hi ^12 z3 hi(zS) + hil " hil I S12 z3 + Si2 dl hi(zS - diy 
- S12 z3 hi(zS) + 2 S12 z3 - S12 dl MdT) (^ ) ~ ~ ^ ~ - a i ^ 
(zT-dl\ fzT-dl\ {zT-dl\ 
Inl-^^j—I S22zThiCzr) + }ii\^—^^j—]zrb22-}o.\-^^j—\ S22zr+S22dlla(zr-di:)-S22zr}aCzr) + 2 JS22zr 
fzr-di\ {zr\ f di-zi\ 
-^ 2dllQCdi:) —^1 + i22 dilog —j -zrb22-b22 dlJnC^r-diy-'Sn.l •^^]—\ S22zltD(zl') 
f dl-z2\ f dl-s2\ 
-  M  -  — 1 3 - i  +  l a  -  — J  ^2 s2 - JS22 d2 K i^ -d2) + S22s2 hi(ri) -2 S22s2 
( dl-zl\ fzl\ \ 1 f f dl-sl\ 2 
+ S22 dl hiCii?) hi ——J - S22 dl ^1 +zl b22 + b22 dl hiCzi - dr)] lk--iil 1-2 SI hil J 
f d2-z2\ { dl-zl\ -i { d2-zl\ o 
- * b 2  hil- j Z2 + 2S2 hi - J d2'^ + 4 5"i hil- j d2 + S2z2'^ + 4 b2z2 + 2 S2zl dl 
fz3 — dl\ o fz3 — dl\ fz3 — dl\ o fz3~dl\ o 
^K""i5r-) H15J-) n"i5r-) 
\ If fzr-di\ o fzr-di\ {zr-di\ 3 fzr-di\ 
K-SJ-J " K-;5r-] •" 
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o f Q f dl-zl\ f dl-zl\ 2 
- SIzI^ -AbIzr-2 SIzTdl -2 SI l a  -  J  bl mI -  J  zI + 2SI h i l -  J  dl'' 
f dl —zl \ 1 \ ^ f f d2 —zi \ 3 ( d2 —zl \ 
+ 4 Wla dl + Slzr +4 blz l  +  2  S lz ld lUk- - i i 2  1 - 2  Sl 'Sa . \ -—^^ jz r  - 4  W M I  
( d2-zl\ o { d2-zl\ o {zS-d2\ o 
+ 2 SI M - ] <£?''+ 4 y ^ •*• ^ + 2SJzJd2 + 2Sl Ml j 
fz£-d2\ fzS-d2\ 'i (z2-d2\ ^ \ I ( 
+ 4 hil J - 2 5i hxl I - 4 &i lal I - 4 diz5 - 2 iTJsJ d2j / A+ -2l2 I 
/•r7-(£2\ -J frr-dSX (zT-d2\ o fzr-d2\ o 
'  H~^i K " ^ ) ^ l ~ ^ )  
{ d2-zl\ 3 f d2-ri\ f d2-zl\ o f 
- 2 iTi .r ^  - 2 ln(- -^] - 4 .i . 2 iTi ln[- -^) . 4 m[- -^) ^  
+ SlzP + 4 bisl + 2SIzId2^fk 
Vertical Advection Term 
Integrating equation (36) gives 
> -l*(int(\v03*(z-203)/(z2-z03)*(S3*ln(z)+b3)^ = zB .. zT)-int(w03*(z-z03)/(z2-
z03)*(Sl*lnz+bl),z = zB .. zT)); 
-wU3 (2 + 2 ii3zl^ - 4 zTzCS JS3h(zr) + 4 zTzOS ^ - 4 zTzOS&3-2 S3z£^ ]n(z5) + ^ z£^ 
0 I w03<-SIlm + bl")iz2^ -zS^) 
-2 b3z2  ^+4^z3z03S3itiCzSy-^ z2z03S3 + ^ zSz03b3-)/(s2+zC3y + -  ^
w03s03CSIifB + bIKs^-'sS) 
z2 -z03 
Horizontal Diffusion Term 
Integrating equation (42) gives 
> 2*Kx/l*(iiit(S3*ln(z)+b3-2*(S2*ln(z)+b2)+Sl*z+bl^ = zB .. zT)); 
2 Zx l^J^zTlnfzr^ + blzr-SSzr+dSzr-^ S2zTii(zr) + 2 S2zT-2 b2zr+jS:zI^-S3zSlD(z£)-bIzS + S3zS 
-b3zS + 2 S2zSlr,(zS)-2 S2zS + 2 b2zSI 
Combined Terms 
Integrating equation (48) gives 
> int(u3/k*In((z-d3)/z03)*(S13*In(z)+bl3),z = zB .. zl)+int(u3*bi((z-
d3)/z03)*(S23*ln(z)+b23)/k,z = zl.. zT)-int(u3/k*ln((z-d3)/z03)*(S12*bi(z)+bl2),z = zB 
.. zl)-iat(u3*ln((z-d3)/z03)*(S22*In(z)+b22)/k,z = zl.. zT)+int(u2/k*bi((z-
d2)/z02)*(S13*ln(z)+bl3) ,z  =  zB . .  z l )+int(u2*ki((z-d2)/z02)*(S23*ln(z)+b23)/k,z  =  z l . .  
zT)-2*int(u2/k*ln((z-d2)/z02)*(S12*ln(z)+bl2)^ = zB .. zl)-2*int(u2=f=ln((z-
d2)/z02)*(S22*ln(z)+b22)/k,z = zl.. zT)-int(ul/k*ln((z-dl)/z01)*(S12*ln(z)+bl2)^ = zB 
.. zl)-int(ul*ln((z-dl)/z01)*(S22*ln(z)+b22)/k,z = zl.. zT)+int(ul/k*In((z-
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dl)/z01)*(Sl*z+bl),z = zB .. zl)+int(ul*ln((z-dl)/z01)*(Sl*z+bl)/k^ = zl .. 
zT)+int(u2*ln((z-d2)/z02)*(Sl*z+bl)/k,z = zB .. zl)+int(u2*In((z-d2)/z02)*(Sl*z+bl)/k^ 
= zl.. zT)-l*(int(w03*(z-z03)/(z2-z03)*(S3*ln(z)+b3)^ = zB .. zT)-int(w03*(z-z03)/(z2-
z03)*(Sl*Inz+bl),z = zB ..zT))-2*Kx/l*(int(S3*In(z)+b3-2*(S2*In(z)+b2)+Sl*z+bl,z = 
zB..zT)); 
- ti3 d3 +S23<B + bl3z2 + bl3 j d3-SI3d3 dilog^^J - bl3 
{zl-d3\ fz2-d3\ {z2\ (z2-d3\ 
+ n3z2 - hiCz2) S23Z2 mI J - S23 j d3 j + d3 S23 hi|^  j 
fsl-d3\ fzl-d3\ { -eS + d3\ f + 
{ -zB + iB\ f -zS + <^\ { -zB-i-^\ 
- loCzB') dS S23 Jul - —^1 - zS + di3 lal - ——J zS - S23 zS - S13 M - —J 
{ -zS-i-d3\ {zS\ f -zS + ^ \ f^W 
- 623 ]nl ——J d3 + SJ3d3 dilogi —1+2 S23z£ + dB S23 hxl ——^1 - SIB d3 + S13 <13 la| J I ^  
{ {z2-d3\ (z2-tB\ {z2-d3\ fz2-<B\ 
+ .3 \s23z2^[-^j-2 S23z2-^S231n.[-^^j - b23 zT - b23 z2 + b23 <23 
fs2\ fzl-d3\ fz2-iS\ fz2\ 
-S23d3 dilog —J + Kzi) ^3 hi I + InCs-i) -523 s2 - S23 ]n J cB  ^I 
fz2-iS\ fzT-d3\ fz2 \ 
- iS3 Inl —j + ^ 23 z2 + Inl j zr+S23<B - h(zT) S23 zT-S23d3 —J 
{zr-<B\ f2T\ fzT\ fzT-cSX fzr-d3\ 
- b23 hi J d3 + S2S<B <iilod ^ 1 +323^3 In ^ 1 -S23d3 JaCzT) - j^ SzTln 1 +dSS23 hi J 
fsr-<s\ fzr\ fzr-d3\ fzr-<i3\\ ( 
+ 2 S23XT+JS23 lal J ill—I - bCisrr:) d3 S23 Inl J + ]n(r7:) JS23zrii\^—^^—\\ f a3 12 SI2zS 
fzl-<B\ fzl-<i3\ f -zS + d3\ { sS + d3\ 
+ S12zlla\ J-<BS12\o\—^\ -2 S22z2 + iD(zS')S22zSii\ ——J-•inCzS-)d3SJ21a.\-—^—J 
{ -zS + <i3\ { -zS + d3\ {z3\ ^ -eS-f-d3\ { -s2 + <B\ ^ 
-b22zS + <i3S121n[-^^]+SI2h[—^]<23i.[—j-bI2^[—^j<i3-SI2^[—^jzB 
- lxi(zSy S22 z2 + b22 Jul - z2 + S22 <23 dilogi —j - S22 <23 1q(z^) + 5i2 d3 Jul +b22z2 
(zJ-<i3\ fzl\ fzI-tS\ fzl-<i3\ {zJ\ 
- S12 la]^ j <13 hi^—J + Kri) <B S22 hi^ j - S22zl + ^ 22 <23 Mz2^ -S22<i3 li|^—j 
-b22tD.\j^^^^z2 + la(z2')SI2z2-S22d3m:,z\^^ + &i2(isj (k-ii3 ^ 2 S22zr-i3Czr)S22zr 
fzr-<23\ fzT\ fzT-<S\ {sr\ 
+ b22 M J zT+S22<23 <iilod - ^22 la J <23 - b22zT-S22 <23 lr<^J:) + S22<i3 N —J 
fz2-<23\ fz2-<S\ fzr-<^\ {zr\ fzT-<23\ 
^ S22Z2 ^ -2 S22Z2 + S22 ^ ^ 
fzT-<B\ fz2\ fz2-dB\ fzl-d3\ fz2\ 
+ M.^r)S22zrhi\—^—\ --S?2a3dilog —j +b22Ja\ \<i3-JS22ii\ I iSlnl—J +ln(z2-)S22z2 
{z2-<i3\ (zI-<S\ (zl-<S\ (si \ 
-b22 b.1 j z2-MzJ^ S22zl lal I + hi(yi) <13S22 lal I +b22zl + S22d3 -S22 <13 ^1 
-S22zTlJ^^~^^^ +<BS22-i4^^^^^tk+ii2 \s23<12ii\^^-si3<12-ia(,zr)-bl3zl +S13<12i::^^^^^^ 
{ -s2 +<22 \ { -sB +<22 \ {zB\ 
- S23 + 2 S23 z2 + b23 zB + S23 lal ——J zB + b23 Inl ——j <22-JS23 <22 dilogi— I 
f ^^2 \ f ^sS ^  \ I 
-b23ii\-—^—\zB + -H.zB')SISsB--S23d21xi\-—^—WsiBd21nCsB')-'2S2BsB-SIBd2'in\ 
! -sl*d2\ l!l\ f -sl+d2\ I -zJ + a2\ . 
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f -z2 + d2\ { -sl + d2\ { -sl + d2\ 
( -zS + d2\ { -sS + d2\ (zS\ ( -gS + d2\\ { 
- i3(zS^ SJ3zS y - —J - SJ3 Jul — —j d 2  la^J +  ^  M — J] ( k - a 2 n  S 2 3 z l  
{sT-d2\ _ { -a2 + d2\ ( sl + d2\ { -sl + d2\ 
- ~^]" 4" ^Hr ~^] 
^ { -gl + d2\ f -zl + d2\ ( -gJ + d2\ {zl\ ( -gl + d2\ 
.UzI^S23s21n[—^j - K x i ) ^ ^ h i [ — h x f - d 2 ^ — )  .t231n[—^^]zl 
f z l \  f z l \  ( z T - < i 2 \  
+ S23d2 6i3od—\ - S23 d2 la(zJ) + ^ 3 d2 ii\—\-la(zJ)S23zJ-ii23zJl + &23ii\^-^^^jd2 + lQ(zr)S23zr 
(zTX {zr-d2\ fzr-d2\ {zT-d2\ {zr\ 
-^3d26iio^[—j-t23i.[-^]zT.S23zria[-^^ -^3ci21n[—j .S23<i2Uzr) 
„ fzr-d2\ fzr-(i2\ rzr\ \ r ( -zs+d2\ 
+ ki(zr)S2 3 < 12Inl J -S23mI j d2M —1 -2 S23zrjf k+2 ii2 12 SI2z3 + bl2In ——jzS 
{z3\ ( -s£ + d2\ { s2 + d2\ f -s3 + d2\ 
. SI2 ^  dilog[—) - m(- ]^ Z3 . m[- -^) 
{ sS + d2\ { -^S + d2\ {z3\ { -z3 + d2\ 
-h(z3-)SI2d2lD.\^-—^—j +iri'2]nl ——^1 —j -2 SJ2zI-bJ2z3+ SS2d2-iD.\ ——^1 
fz3\ { -zJ + d2\ fzl\ { -zl + d2\ 
- I n C s S ) S I 2 z S-S22d2 M.zS') + S12 d2H^^1 -S12—j ^ H z^—J 
{ sl + d2\ {s2 \ { -Bl + d2\ 
-S22z2la - -S22d2+ S22d2-^22 d2ill ——^1 + b22z2 
{ -zJ + d2\ f -BJ + d2\ fzl\ { -zl + d2\ \ 
+ St2 IttI ——J zl + bl2 Ml —— 1^ d2-S12d2 "lilDgl —j - diS lal - zl + S12zlj /It-2a2 
( fzr-d2\ fzT-d2\ {zr\ {zr-<i2\ 
12 ^ 2zT-b22 Ml I d2 + b22 Ml I zT^S22d2 dilogl —I + M(sJ:) I -S22d2 MC^J^) 
{zr\ fzr-d2\ {zr\ fzr-d2\ 
+ JS22d2 - isCzr) S22zr-b22zT+ S22 M j d2 M —J - htCzT) d2 S22 mI I - 2 ^ 2zJ 
fzT-d2\ {zT-d2\ { -zl + d2\ {zl\ 
-S22zria.\—^—\ +dSS22ii\ I +ii(zl-)S22zJ+ b22zl-b22ii\ ——\zl - S22 d2 
( -zl + d2\ f -zl + d2\ ( si + d2\ { -zl + d2\ 
* H" H"  ^ ~ )^ 
{ -sl + d2\ fzl\ { -sl + d2\ fz2\_ \ f 
- S22 Ml —^1 d2 ill ~d2S22 Ml ——j -S22d2 +S22d2 M(ii)J ( k-nl 1-2 S 1 2 z S  
(zS\ f -zS + dl\ { -BS-i-dl\ { -eS + dl\ ( -BS + dl\ 
-S12dl^^[~ybl2^--^]z3^312^.-^]z2^bl2^--^]dl-dlS12^--^] 
(zl-dl\ {zl-dl\ {zS\ 
- S12zl Ml I + 2 S12zl + bl2zS - S12 dl ^^ 2zS 
{ -s3+d2\ {z3\ f -z3 + d2\ { -z3 + d2\ 
- S12 Ml ——dl l"i| ^2 S12 M ——^1 - S22sS Ml ——j - d22z2 
fz2-d2\ {z2-d2\ fz2 \ {z2~d2\ fz2\ 
-lK^2^d2S22i.[-^j ^ S221n\-^j d21n[—] .b22^-^jz2 . S22 d2 
- bl2 ^ ^ ~ H /k+al ^ -2 S22zr 
fzl-dl\ fzl-dl\ fzl-dl\ {zl\ {zl-dl\ 
- b22 Ml J dl - M(yi) dl S22 mI j + h22 mI J zl-^-S22dl <iilog| ^ 1 + Mzl') S22 zl mI J 
{zi~d2\ (zl\ {zl\ (zT-dl\ 
+ S22la.\—^j—\ t f i M i — I-S22dlla(zl') + S}2dllD.\^^]+MizT)S22zT+b22zr+JS22zTii\^-^^j—] 
fzr-d2\ {zr-d2\ {zr\ {zr-d2\ {zl~d2\ 
-  ^ tj - H~ )^ 
fzr-d2\ {zr\ fzT-d2\ {zT-d2\ 
- S22 H J H ^ Fj n~^57~~J ~ ^^g-TMl j + S22 d2 MC^J) 
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fsr\ \ 1 f fzl-dl\ 2 
—1 +2 S22zI + dlS22-iD.\ j -1dCzI)S22zI ~b22zl]/k+-iil 2 Sl-isx\—^\zr 
fzl-d2\ fzl-d2\ 2 {zl-d2\ o 
+  4  d i M J  J T i - 2  - S T i I n  — - ~ J  d r  -4 WM1 - 2 S l z I d l  
{ -zS + dJ\ 2 f -zS + dI\ f sS + dl\ Q { -BS + dl\ 3 
+ 4 bizB + 2SlzSd^fh-^!il ^ -2 S I ^  ^  
0 {zl-dl\ 3 fs!-dl\ 
+ 4 Si M J <fi + 5izJr +^dIzr+2 SIzTdl + 2 SI In J zr + 4 di In J zl 
{ x l - d l \  3 2 \  1  f  f  +  o 
- 2 5i N ^ 5J—1 dl - 4 W ^  "157""] 'i? - - 4 Wri - 2 S2zl dlj / jfc- -J!2 -2 SI la ——j zl^ 
{ sl + d2\ { s2 + d2\ 2 f -z2 + d2\ 2 
-4 &i la —— hri + 2 5i M —— + 4 W M —— d2+ S2z2^ b2z2+ 2 SIz2 d2 
t z02 } \ z<f2 } sC2 } 
f -zS + d2\ 2 { -s£ + d2\ f -z£ + d2\ o f -sS + d2\ 2 
- 4  d 2 z £  - 2 S 2 z £ d 2 j / k +  ^ 2  S2I n j  zl^ + A &2 zT-2S2 d2^ 
{zT-d3\ 0 { -z2 + d2\ 3 { -z2 + d2\ 
- 4  l a  — d 2 - S 2 z r ^ - i  b 2 z r - 2  S I z r d 2 - 2  S I l a . \  — —  z r  - 4  d i h i  x ; —  z l  
li z02 } { z02 } { z02 ) 
{ ~S'2 + ^ 2\ 2 f sI + ^ 2\ 2 ^ ^ 
+ 2 SI—^1 + 4  ^ —j ^  + 4 bizl + 2 SIzId2] /it-'-w03(2 S3sr JnCrT) 
-S3zl^ +2b3zl^-<^zTzOSS3InCri:) + 4zTzOSS3-^zrz03b3-2 S3zB^ ln(z )^ +^z2^ -2 b3zS^ 
lw03CS2lm + bl^ (z^ 
+ 4 zSz03 JS3 InCr^)-^zBz03S3 + A zBz03 i-S) f (z2 -z03) + 
A SjS ^ Sl/^ 
w 03 z03 (SI Irs + hi) (zT -s2^ f 
^2-jg(J3  ^l-S3 r^in(^ i:)-(-W^r-i3^r+&3^r-2 ^ zrin(rr)+2 S2zr-2 b2zr 
+ -'SSzB -b2zS + S3zB-b3zS + 2S2zS InC^ )^-2 S2zB+ 2 b2zB-jS2zB^'j /1 
(See Appendix C for notation.) 
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APPENDIX C 
NOTATION 
Model Output 
Symbol 
Parameter Description 
bll bi-2 slope-intercept for water vapor curve fit for first layer 
at upwind location 
bl2 bi slope-intercept for water vapor curve fit for first layer 
at middle location 
bl3 bi+z slope-intercept for water vapor curve fit for first layer 
at downwind location 
b22 bi slope-intercept for water vapor curve fit for upper 
layer at middle location 
b23 bi+2 slope-intercept for water vapor curve fit for upper 
layer at downwind location 
dl Cli-5 displacement distance at upwind location 
d2 d, displacement distance at middle location 
d2 <^1+2 displacement distance at downwind location 
zOl Zi., roughness length at upwind location 
z02 Zi roughness length at middle location 
z03 z !+•> roughness length at downwind location 
ul j.T friction velocity at upwind location 
u2 U. F friction velocity at middle location 
u3 r+1 friction velocity at downwind location 
S l l  Si.2 slope of water vapor curve fit for first layer at upwind 
location 
S12 Si slope of water vapor curve fit for first layer at middle 
location 
S13 S i+2 slope of water vapor curve fit for first layer at 
downwind location 
S22 Si slope of water vapor curve fit for upper layer at 
middle location 
S23 S 1+2 slope of water vapor curve fit for upper layer at 
downwind location 
T i l  T., reference temperature for first layer at upwind location 
T12 T, reference temperature for first layer at middle location 
T12 Ti.2 reference temperature for first layer at downwind 
location 
T21 Ti.2 reference temperature for second layer at upwind 
location 
T22 Ti reference temperature for second layer at middle 
location 
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Model Output 
Symbol 
(continued) 
Parameter 
(continued) 
Description (continued) 
T23 reference temperature for second layer at downwind 
location 
T31 T« reference temperature for third layer at upwind 
location 
T32 Ti reference temperature for third layer at middle 
location 
T33 reference temperature for third layer at downwind 
location 
T.ll T.i., temperature scale for first layer at upwind location 
T.12 T.,- temperature scale for first layer at middle location 
T.12 T.;+5 temperature scale for first layer at downwind location 
T.21 T.., temperature scale for second layer at upwind location 
T.22 T., temperature scale for second layer at middle location 
T.23 temperature scale for second layer at downwind 
location 
T.31 T. u ,  temperature scale for upper layer at upwind location 
T.32 T., temperature scale for upper layer at middle location 
T33 T.« temperature scale for upper layer at downwind 
location 
zB zB first layer lower integration limit 
zl zl first layer upper integration limit 
z2 z2 second layer upper integration limit 
zT zT top layer upper integration limit 
I l l  
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